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ealth Education Building Contract Will Be Let Soon

----+

EVENT OF THE WEEK
Hall Receytion to
Be Held Wedne,s day
A II- Colttmbian

EASTERN'S

Ueacbera <.to liege 1Rewa

Colrunbia M eda/ist

1936

SPECIAL ATTRACTION

1935

"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID"

See P age 4 for
New Teaching Plan

!CPA Best Newspaper

NSP A A /1-A merican

1931-32-33-34-35-36

1933-36
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NO.2

Architect Sketches Form of Propos.e d New Building Here

Play Selected

End of Month
Will See Start

'Christopher Bean'
Will Be Presented

Bids Are to Open
As Estimates Go In

A Broadway Success, 'The Late

Favorable Pressure Tests Are·
j Made in Lake Bed; Foundation
Is Prov en Solid.

ornecorntng

Cristopher B ean' Comes to Eastern as a Players Production.

Survey Causes Delay

Tentative Cast Named

Bids for construction of the $350,The ·Late Christopher Bean, a play
000 Health-EducaJtion building will be
by Sidney Howard has been selected as
opened at about the end of the curHomecoming drama by the director,
rent month, according to word from,.
Dr. J. Glenn Ross. The play was
,
' Dr. W. E. Sunderman, resident memb~
adapted . from a French version by
of the Normal School Board and cha·
.Rene Fanchoi.s. As a Broadway sucman of the board's Building anl
cess the cast included Pauline _Lord
Above is a study for the proposed Health Eduson, and Gregg, associate architects of Peoria. This · Grounds committee.
a.nd Walter Connon~; The pia~ .l.S set cation building at Eastern State, as drawn by C.
building, as proposed in the architect's drawing ,
The let ting of the building contrac
in a New England backwater com- 1 H
. 1,
d
· ·
hit t
f th
is essentially the· same. one recommended by Presi- has been held up in the past week bYr
munity
erne _ammon , superv1s1ng arc ec
o
e
dent R. G·. Buzzard.
the_ necessity for furth-er surveyingl
·
Ross Names Cast
State, of Illinois, with assistance of Hewitt, Emerwhich has been done by state surveyJ
In tryouts held last Thursday afterors.
noon Dr. Ross selected .t he following
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••&•••••••
Following favorable pressure tests 0~
tentative cast:
the south campus site chosen, specifi-{
UPPER CLASS ELECTION1S
cations have been drawn by the state .
Dr. Haggett, Glen Sunderman; SusTAKE PLACE TODAY
I~0
architect and all necessary data com- '
ap Haggett, Juanita Brown; Abby, Betpiled for the use of bidding contractors. \
V Rice; Mrs. Haggett, Josephine
Freshmen Will Wait
Eugene
K.
Asbury
Meets
with
Outsiders
May
Enter
Dining
.
,
Six
test holes, the last being complet'thomas ; Ada .Haggett, Bette Lou Bails;
Thirty
Members
for
Practice;
Service. Three Pledges Are Ac- ed Monday, August 31, were sunk to
Warren Creamer, Paul Pickle; Tallant,
Sophomore, junior, and senior
Glen Cooper; Rosen, Lloyd Kincaid,
cepted L ast Week.
bed rock by the stat~ department aftoc
More Volunteers Sought.
class elections will be h eld tothe
James and Shinn Company of ~
Jlld Maxwell Davenpor•t, James Rice.
day immediately after chapel.
Mattoon
had draAned Lake Ahmoween- '\
Every member of the cast has had
Thirty students .g athered at tbe
The freshman electon will be
With financial backing assured, Fiexperience in high school dramatics.
Band building and tried th-eir skill tonext Tuesday, September 16. The delis fraternity has continued with its ah, building site. An excellent :f oun- i
Glenn Sunderman has studied dra- gether Thursday night at the first
elections will 'be conducted un- plans for a cooperative dining service. daJtion was discovered beneath the lake,
In high school his most sue- meeting of this year's Band candider the supervision of the Stu- Already some equipment, a coal range while north of it ·t he sub-stratum is
and ice box, have been installed. somewhat softer.
dent Council and deputies.
leading role was that of P en- dates.
Sunderma.n. Reveals Site
in the play Penrod. Last year
Eugene K. Asbury, new band direc- •••••••••••••••••••••• ................ ............ .. Under the supervision of Hobart F.
Dr. Sunderman also revealed the explayed the leading role in the home- tor, was pleas.ed with the first rehearsHeller, dean of men, and w1th the advice of Wayne Neal, Lair manager, act site which the new building will
play The Man Who Marrietl al. He said, "I hop-e Eastern will b1~
John
Lewis is buying kitchen and din- occupy. During the summer ·t here was
umb Wife.
a'ble to boast the .best Teachers Coling
room
equipment with the expec- considerable vacillation between the
Old Favorites. Play Again
lege Band in .t he state this year.
One of the oldest members made
tation of starting the service within Fourth street location sowth of .t he
Brown has played in oper.
"
.
two weeks. At a meeting of th-e club present gym and one south of the pmcand in Riddle Me Thi
the th~s st~tement, It was the best warm.
.
s,
up I have ever attended."
Tuesday of last week Joe Henderson tical arts building. It was thought
sprmg productwn of. last year.
The B an d Is
. made up of s t u d ents of
At the first Phi Sigma Epsilon fra- and Glenn Sunderman were ~accepted that a .t raffic problem would be creaJt1
Rice has coached high school 11 t
f
.
s
h
e
tern'ity
meet of the year at the chapctions for several years.
a s ages 0 experience.
orne av ter house at 1014 Seventh street, on as cooks. They will observe and take ed to the detrLment of t he Fourth
lessons from th-e Panther Lair cooka, street neighbmihood should the former
been playing for saven years while othThomas is preside:J;lt of ers are mer e beginners. A few have Thursday evening, Elmer Haire, pres- Lyle Nave and Karl Klein, in .the next site be chosen. Now, however, a site
Players this year. ,s he has played had a taste of championship competi- ident, announced the committees and two weeks. Twenty-five men will be has been definitely staked off coverroles in college productions for
discussed plans for acquiring a new accommodated in the service and there ing Lake Ahmoweenah as far south
tion.
An appeal is made by Mr. Asbury to house and starting a co-operative din- are still several openings for outsiders as the island or below it. This conyea.r s. She is best known as Julia
Holiday, a play by Philip Barry students who have had band experi- ing servke. 'Phi Sig officials hope to who wish to eat at the Fidelis service. elusion was reached 'a fter the state
.IUl~'"'"''"" here four years ago.
ence to bring their instruments to the have the house and dining service
Three pledges have been accepted by architect's office had made an aerial
Lou Bails is a st~te finalist in next rehearsal, which will be Thru·sday ~ea d Y by
f the .f a 11 qua r t,er, Fidelis. They ar·e Dick Lewis, brother study of the relation of the buildings
. the end. o.·
10
'''"'-ro ,h:>
reading.
night. Suits are issued by the Banrt If poss1ble. Nothmg definite, however, of John and Bill, Louis K. Voris, trans- on the campus and had jnvestigated
Pickle a freshman, has studied wardrobe department. Earl Hauts, has been arr·anged ·
fer from Butler university in Indiana, the drainage system to make sure t he
Band president, will speak at the OrThe annual fall smoker is to be held and Jack Keene, News sports editor. building will not interfere wtih underCooper is a m ember of Players ientation meeting on Sept-ember 22 anct tonight at 7:00 at the chapter house.
ground construction.
Pledge duties will begin at the close
Official Site Is Located
last year's debate 't eam.
two make a further appeal for r·ecruits.
"Each m ember is urged to bring a of the first six weeks.
Kincaid played roles in
- - - E lsT
guest," said President Haire. It was
At the meeting Tuesday night, PresAccording to the officia-l Teport, the
productions last year.
also
voted
to
continue
to
hold
the
ident
Joe
Curry
brought
several
minnorth
end of t he gym will be 51 feet
ATTENTION CANDIDATES
Rice is a member of last
regular meetings every Tuesday eve- or matters to the attention of the club north of :the middle line of the interdebate team.
and all were settled to the satisfaction section of Grant and Fourth stree~s
All candidates for graduation th'is ning.
Late Christopher Bean will be
.
and will extend 171 feet south of .thi::;
James
Rice
was
appointed
head
of
.
of t be members. Wayne
Neal .reportThe .west SI'd e will b e 108 f eet
by ,t he Players as a leading year are requested to fill and return
1me.
.
.
d
a
program
blank
to
Dean
F.
A. Beu the house committee. He is assisted ed on th·e cos t s o f a d mmg serviCe an 1
t
f
build'Ing
jUl.~'"vuu.un attraction.
.
eas o F our th s tr eet . ,...h
J. . e
or R egistr ar Blanche Thomas by Fri- by Charles Lynch and Glenn Cooper. reports of committees were heaJrd. An- ·t If .
x2
f
t
Th
t'
.
.
I se IS 90 • 32 ee .
e por 1on north
day of this week. This notice applies The smoker is in charge of the social other. meetmg
IS scheduled to take f G
t t
t · th
· ,
t'
t · ht t · ht
o
ran s ree IS e gu1s correc 1ve
chairman, Gene Lederer.
1
apella Choirs to
to high school seniors
P ac·e omg
a elg ·
or classroom gymnasium. The tower

Frat Carries Out
Plans c r Me a Is I

Band Rehersals
Are Under Way

t

Phi Sigs Consider
Ambitious Plans

I

I

Succeed Glee Club

125 applicants have already
out with Lloyd F. Sunderman of
music department for places in two
music organizations which will rethe Women's Glee club of former
This year two Acappella Choirs,
composed entirely of women, the
including both men and women
work with Mr. Sunderman. This
will permit more singers to take
in music activities. The practical
of the Glee club membership was
thirty.
have returned from ·last
club to form the nucleus of the
Work will be started early this
with numbers to be used while the
's choir is on tour. Mr. Sundern ames Danville, Clinton, Terre
Marshall, Vincennes, Lawrenceand Robinson as probable stops
COI1.C€:rts during the tour. The Glee
of last year gave eighteen con-

third floor of the tower has been
into seven rooms to be used
music department. The addiof 7 complete symphonies and 15
symphony scores have been purfor the department.

----------------~----------------------~-------------

Elizabeth Michael Describes Summer Vacation in France
I

I

shown in the cut is in the middle o!
the building, the main entrance is to
the east and a service entrance is at
the extreme south end.

By Aline Claar
things to see so I went on to Mont St.
"From Mont St. Michael I went to
- - - E I S Tc -"It was the most marvelou~ exp~r- Michael the next. day . . This ~as a st. Malo, an old town, completely
ience I h ave. ever had," said Miss completely
. charmmg. VIllage bmlt on surroun d ed b y a R oman wall . The
Elizabeth M1chael, a m ember of the a ~mall Island. I cllmbed more steps .
,
foreign language department teach- than I have ever climbed in my life to sight of the Emera_d Coast from the
ing French, in speaking of her trip
top of the Roman wall is ~ne that I
Matching day by day last year's enabroad last summer. "I left my home
?ould never forget. There IS a s~all rollment figures, the registration total
on June 10 and six days later I
ISland, not far from town, on Which jumped last week from 779 to an even

I

had landed at Cherbourg, France.
The steamer, Empress of Britain,
crossed in four and one-half days. It
was really too short a trip for a
number of us Who had become acquainted on the ship.
My friends
wanted me to go to Paris with them
as soon as we landed, but I had other
plans and r efused. However, when
we disembarked at Cherbourg and
they discovered that I spoke French,
they were more anxious' than ever for
me to accompany them. But I wanted to wander around a little before I
went to Paris, so I put them on their
train and I was r eady to begin my
trip.
" I walked around Cherbourg for
half a day. It is a very small fishing port and there weren't many

Miss Elizabeth Michael

get to Mont St. Michael because it i'S
built on the top of a mountain. When
the tide comes in, the town is completely surrounded by water and the
view is beautiful.

Chateaubriand, the noted author, is
buried. Tourists get a great deal of
fun out of walking to the island
when the tide is out.
"And then on to Paris.
There I
registered at a small hotel and wandered about by myself for two days.
But on the second day, as I was
walking along the boulevard, I saw
Dr. Cobb of DeKalb sitting in a cafe.
After we had exchanged greetings,
Dr. Cobb asked me where I was staying. I told her and she said that her
pension was much more interesting
than my hotel. So I went home with
h er for dinner. It was a delightful
meal-a meal of mental gymnastics!
one has to be so alert when he is
___ _
<Continued on Page 10)

Nine Placements
Set Record Total

1800.

Last year's records for the same
date showed an enrollment of 801 so
no increase can be boasted as yet. Mlss
Blanche C. Thomas, registrar, expects
a number of additional registrants after
the opening of universities in the state.
The grand total enrolled in the college and high school together is 982, an
advance of nearly twenty over last year.
The high school shows considerably
more increase than the college.
Elnc----

COUNTRY LIFE TO MEET
The County 'Life club will hold its
first meeting Monday night, September 20, at 7:30 p. m. All members are
requested to watch the bulletin boards
for announcements of the place in
which it will be held.
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Players Sponsor Book Contracts Let;
Photos to Be Taken
Christopher Bean

Comes
Art Departntent Head Relates PlaneToMotor
Industrial Arts
Past as Student and Teacher

1

For air-minded individuals an item
The 1936 Warbler of .Smoke and
"The Player's club is an organiza- Steel, Elastern annual, was submitted
.__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _· -~-- of interest may be the arrival of an
a.irplane motor which the industrial tion which gives an opportunity for for criticism and rating last spring to
F. M. Gracey Calls Massachusetts
arts department boasts.
training in all phases of play pro- the National Scholastic Press Associa.
His Home : Studied in Massaduction as well as in acting. It spon- tion at the University of Minnesota.
chusetts School of Art.
Wayne P . Hughes has obtained from
sors three major This fall a copy will be sent ,t o the Cothe Bureau of Aeronautics of the
productions, many lumbia P ress Association in New York
Dr. Frank M. Gracey, new head of
'Navy Department in Philadelphia a
one act plays, and to be entered in competition with other
the art department, hails from MasPratt and Whitney "R-1340" rotary
several open houses teachers college yearbooks.
sachusetts. For the past year Dr.
type airplane motor. It is to be used
Stanley Elam and Charles Austin
every year. I wish
Gracey has been in government servin automobile classes to show the difto extend a welcome were editor and business manager of
ice. He has been in the drafting deferences between water-cooled, in-line
to those interested the publication, respectively. Aline
partment of the National Resources ·
motors of the regular automobile type,
to a meeting t o be Claar and J oe K elly will undertake the
committee. Work on his doctorate was
and a 'i r-cooled, rotary type engines
held soon in the work this year. Contracts for printcommonly used for airplanes.
done in Boston university.
college
auditor- ing and engraving h ave already been
let t o the same companies which pubDr. Gracey has taught in · Michigan
ium."
Such equipment can be secured by
lished the '36 annual.
State college, Massachusetts State colany recognized educational inst itution
With
the
anT hese companies are t he Hartman·
lege, Massachusetts School of Technolfree of charge except for the cost of
Miss
Thomas
in
noun?ement
of
t~is
!
Jefferson
Prin ting company of Springogy, Yale university, State Normal of
tra nsportation. It is subject to reh
er
latest
role.
meetmg,
Josephme
field
and
the P ontiac Engraving com·
Plattsburg, University of
Wichita,
call at any time, but recall is doubtThomas
president
pany
of
Chicago.
The Artcraft Studio
Kansas, and State Normal at Plyful since such equipment is obsolete.
starts
the
year
for
Players.
The
has
the
local
photography
contract.
mouth, New Hampshire.
Using the motor for flight again 'is fororganization's first major activity
Mr. K elly expects to begin taking
bidden.
" If I ever go to heaven, I shall probwill_ be t he homecomi~g pla~ The La~e class pictures soon. Announcements of
ably have a group of little angels to
Other equipment obtained the past Christopher Bean which Will be d1- the pict ure taking schedule will be
teach." In· this way Dr. Gracey exyear from the same source consists of rected by Dr. Glenn Ross
made in chapel.
plained his interest in teaching. "Teach
a magneto, an altimeter, an air-speed
The personnel of the executh1e
every class with a view to what's of use
indicator, a tachometer, an oil tem- committee has not been completed as
to the student in his or her future
perature gauge, a compass, a fuel pres- yet. As the News goes t o press four
teaching career." This explains his aim
Here is camera confirmation. This j sure gauge, a hydrostatic gauge, and offic~rs have been appoint ed; Ruby
snap, taken by Fred Fletcher, shows the a venturi tube.
in the teaching of art.
- how good we can make your old
Stallings, makeup; Nelson Lowry,
shoes look with a quality
"No changes are to be made in the president himself displaying his great
---EJSTC--stage; Evelyn K eith, costumes; Gene
northern
variously
reported
as
weighhalf sole job.
department for this year. A change in
Lederer, business manager.
ing
14,
16
and
20
poWlds.
Anyway,
Dr.
Give
Us a Try
personnel, naturally necessitates some
Miss
Winnie
Neely
will
act
as
faculty
Buzzardi
says
it
was
t
h
e
'
l
argest
fish
slight changes in the content of
sponsor of the club during the year.
caught by his party on their Great
yourses," explained Dr. Gracey.
Lakes
trip.
- --EI S T c • - - 1 The teaching of English and history
At the initial meeting of the Science
e among Dr. Gracey's accompUsh7th Just South of Square
club tomorrow at 7:30 p. m., in room
Patronize your News advertisers.
ents. He was editor of the school
, 36, Dr. C. S. Sponer of the zoology diper in the Massachusetts ~chool of
vision of the science department will
t. Miss Alice McKinney did under1
speak on the topic of his thesi's writraduate in this same school.
ten last year. It concerns the relationAfter protesting that he had no time
The first of a series of proposed ships of a· group of insects and is
or riding a hobby these last few years! educational meetings for all supervisors based on a study of anatomy.
Dr. Gracey finally disclosed the fact of student teaching, including campus
Donald Davis, club president, arthat he is a stamp enthusiast, but left and off campus schools and members
ranged
the program. The college
We Carry a Complete Line of
his collection at home that he might of the department of education was
Science
club
has
a
large
membership,
School Supplies
avoid temptation. He explains that he held yesterday at 7:30, under the supand
includes
students
from
all
phases
had never played golf because it was ervision of Dr. Walter W. Cook. These
too strenuous, and that wrestling was meetings are to be continued monthly of study of natural science, including
botany, zoology, physics and chemistry.
more in his line.
for the benefit of training teachers
'----------------------------------~--~------~--------------Dr. Gracey has a neice, Joan Bow- whose experience in the actual superers, who will enter the college as a vision of student teaching has been
freshman. A son, Orice, will enter T. limited. Planned presentation and disc. high as a junior. A daughter, cussion of the vroblems of student
1
Athelia, will enter the 4th grade.
teaching will feature the hour and a
---EISTc---half meetings.
MANY WPA PROJECTS
A program committee consisting of
ARE NEAR COMPLETION five members was elected to plan all the
strictly professional programs in adThe most sensational
A number of WPA projects have been vance. Further data will be printed in
Each woolen garment cleaned by
completed on the buildings and cam- the next issue of the News.
Radio ever offered
---ElaTe--pus this summer. Redecoration of the
us is guaranteed against moths for
America-in value and
Patronize your News advertisers.
girls' quarters in Pem Hall, two new
six months unless cleaned by anoffices in the training school, the tuc:.:
in price.
pointing on the main building, layin g
other cleaner in the meantime.
of a curbing around the track, a well
on Lincoln field, patching of drives
and tree work, fixing of the windows
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
in the old gym, and various redecorFOR GLASSES
ating projects, all have been completSouth Side Square
610 6th St.
BYRON B. MILLER
ed by John Ferish, foreman, and his Phone 28
· Phone 404
PHONE 232
716 JACKSON
small construction crew of experienced
workers.
A number of other projects are plan·------------------------~
ned. They include the building of a
field house on the golf course, a garage
for the school bus and possibly a
grandstand on the football field.

For the Unbelievers-

I

You'll be surprised

Science Club Hea rs
Spooner Wednesday

Campbell's Electric
Shoe Shop

I
Educational .Meets
Proposed by W. Cook

€

A.

h

c.

ADKINS

GROCERIES AND MEATS

CORNER TENTH AND LINCOLN

TELEDIAL
•

Moth ·Proof

DRY CLEANIN G

I

I-

RICKETTS

CHAMBER'S Charleston Cleaners and Dyers
RADIO SERVl CE

r---- - - - ---·1

~R ~~S~~R~
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

GEBHART

MOTORI T UPPLY CO.
If it' for yoUT Car
we have it.
0. SIDE SQUARE
PliO

We Carty a Complete Stock
of Toiletries
Max Factor, Boyer, Armand's, Cara
Nome, Pond's, H. H. Ayers, Jonteel,
Yardley, Woodbury, Edna W. Hopper's.
Try Our Double Dip

Write It With Wood

Chocolate Sodas

LIFE-HE LTH-ACCIDENT

INSURANCE
. E. 'W ood, EI '33

Bank Bldg.

WE WELCOME THE OPPPORTUNITY TO SERVE YOU

I,_C_H_A_R_L_E_S_T_O;--N_PR_O_FE_S_S_IONAL CARDS
Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 715 1

J. A. OLIVER, M. D.
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Charleston, Ill.
DR. WliLLIAM M. SWICKARD
Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a. m. and
2:00 to 6:00 p.m. and 7:00
to 9:00 p. m.
604 ~ JACKSON ST~

DENTIST
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Phones.

Office, 476;

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON

W e are glad you are attending the Best Teachers College in the
C ntral West and would like to meet each member of E. I. personally.
Drop in o.nd say hello.

Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Phones: Office, 218; Res., 160

C. W. HUCKLEBERRY

DR. H. A. SHAFFER

TilE LEADI. G JEWELER IN A FRIE!'I."DLY CITY

Corner 6th and Van Buren

DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
OP'I10METRlC EYE SPECIALIST
Alexander Bldg.
Phone 340
North S'ide Square

DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD
Office Hours : 9:00 to 12:00 a. m. an
2:00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00 p.t
604'h Sixth St.

i

DR. B. C. TREXLER

QUALITY is Out Motto
COURTESY is Our Hobby

Andrews Lumber & Mill Co.
PHONE 85

~oo~:~~. 30;R~~~ m
DR. N. C. IKNAYAN

DENTIST

Hours by Appointment

Linder Bldg.

Phones : Office, 69; Res. 380
501 Jackson St .

Phones: Office, 387; Res., 1037

Phone:

G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.

Office and R es. 242

LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
Linder Bldg.

Physician and Surgeon
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Phone 440

~

Residence, 7621- - - - -c-ha_r_l_e_st_o_n_,_n_l_._ _

____T_e_l_
~_h_o_n_e_1_3_2_ _ _ _ _ ._Fr
_a_m_e_s_R_~_a_i_r_ed__L_e_n_s_~_D
_u_p_li_c_~_~_
dl
DR. J . & ALEXANDER
51672 Sixth St.

WELCOME TO E. 1.-

Office Phone 43
Res. !Phone 11
DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN
DENTIST
lfours: 8 to 12--1 to 5
P eople's Drug Store Bldg.

DR. W . B. TYM

511% Jackson Street

Monday and Saturday N'ights

---------------------------··--------------------------------- 4~----------------------- ------

THIS NEWS IS MADE POSSI'BILE

CHARLES E. GREER, M.. S., M. D.

BY OUR ADVERTISERS--

721 Jackson Street

PATRONIZE THEM

P hone 77

TELL OUR ADVERTISERS

yor

SAW THEIR AD IN THE

i

NEWS

.---------------------l-------------------------------------l·------------------------------
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em Hall to Sponsor Initiation and Open House
inner, Dance
Are Scheduled

Walker-Robertson
To Be Wed Thursday

Mrs. Walter G. Walker was hostess
at a tea Wednesday afternoon at 4:30
A reception and dance sponsored
o'clock at her home near Charleston. by the Women's League and Men's
The party was given in honor of her Union closed the first phase of
younger daughter,
orientation ceremonies last Tuesday
Kathryn, w h o s e
j evening, September 8. A get-acquaint·e ng age ment to
~~'-'n..•u"" the mad aspects of such af- James E u g e n e
! ed contest and games were the order
I
of other years, the fall initiation Robertson of Leb· of the first part of the evening, with
freshmen at Pemberton Hall will be anon, Mo., was
Dr. Jay B. MacGregor calling the
ucted today and Wednesday, an- announced
events from the microphone in the
Gwendolyn
Oliver. dorm
Refr·esh~ents of
assembly room. To start the dancing
At a house council meeting 0 n
and pine. 1·t was d ecr·ded t o ellm·
ra ge ·ice, . cake
a circle dance was announced, folevenmg
appl
embarrassing initiation duties
de
t5
lowed by tag dances the remainder of
carried out 'in chapel and class san adnub
Mwrel:~
the evening. Betty Jane Ewing, and
erV·v
, Y
·•· Kathryn Wa.lker
Joe
Henderson were co-chairman in
Wa 1 k e r, assis-ted
charge
of arrangements for the party.
by Maxine and Shirley Harrod.
Two
days
of orientation events were
will be given Wednesday evening.
.
_
·n b f 11 d b
h
Late m tne afternoon cards were climaxed by the reception Tuesday
wr
~ toh owd~ . Y an opend ouse. passed announcing the engagement and
evening. These included registration
IIW~''-'H'·~ rn
e 1mng room an games . . .
.
. th mvrtmg the guests to the weddmg, on Monday, a picnic supper planned
·d
d
as bn ge an monopo1y m
el
.
.
,
·
'd
t. t .
t
1 whrch 1s to take place at 4:30 o clock
wr11 provr e en er ammen .
Thursday a ft ernoon s ep t . l7 , m
·
the by Mr. MacGregor, mixer sponsored
by the Student Council, chapel Tuesformal 'initiation will be con- First Methodist Episcopal church.
day
morning with Franklyn L. Anby the following committee:
Jane Ewing, chairman; Mildrea
Those invited were: Mrs. Irvin Sing- drews as speaker, the tours of the
Maxine Harrod, and Mary ler of Nokomis, Miss Helen Purl of campus arranged by the Women's
Bratton.
Paris, Mrs. Herbert Iknayan, Mrs. League and Men's Union.
Other
.
.
Clarence Simpson, Mrs. Bruce Schou- orientation events are being planned
dlnner c~mnnttee is compos.ed. ten, Misses Margaret McCarthy, Max- in the ·form of freshman meetings on
the fo~~wm~ peopl:: • Jua.mta ' ine Harrod, Shirley Harrod, Dorothy Thursday afternoons, and 'Will conchauman, Margare~.~ Plper, McCarthy Elizabeth Irwin Josephine
tinue for several weeks.
""~u.~.u"'Ar Strohm, Jane Hall. and Thomas, Mary Elizabeth Weir, Evelyn
---EIST·c--mes.
Keith and Katherine Davis, all of
...,.._,1t<:~~~.l.L the Friday council meeting June
Charleston.
was named reporter for Pem---E:ISTc--Hall news. Under her will work
staff of three whom she will select.
- - - E I S T C:- - The faculty held an informal reception and dance for upperclassmen in
Mrs. John J. McCarthy entertained the college auditorium last Friday evewith a tea Sunday afternoon at her ning from 8:30 to 11:30 o'clock. Miss
Elizabeth Michael, chairman of the
At a tea given Tuesday afternoon by home in honor of her daughter, Miss
faculty social committee served as
Earl McNeal at her home, 921 Margaret Elizabeth, and her fiance,
hostess. Punch was served in the restreet, the announcement and
Edward Langford ception room by Miss Beth Kassabaum.
ppJroa,cn:tiJ.Lg marriage of her daughter
Adams, of ChicaThe receiving line included President
to Gerald Reed, Jr., was made.
go. At the party and Mrs. Robert G. Buzzard, Dean
s-.>N•·noe date has
been set for Sunday
the engagement
Hobart Heller and Dean Catherine Stil18th. Between the hours of
was announced.
well. Music was fUl'nished by the pub-thirty and four-thirty, elaborate
Tille house was
lic
address system. Several alumni
were served with Mrs. Aldecorated with
were present.
Frommel and Miss Evelyn Keith
fall flowers. Miss
at the tea table.
Josephine ThornInvited guests were: Mrs. Maurine
as, Miss M a r Y
Mrs. Rex McCaskey, Mrs. Lester
Ellizabeth We i r
Mrs. Lee Lynch, Mrs. Jessie
and Miss KathGROCERIES
eel, Mrs. Roy Barnett, Mrs. Harry I Margaret McCarthy ryn Walker ·pourU6 Sixth
Phone 282
Mrs. Cleo Parker, Mrs. Edward
ed.
·
Mrs. Quella Newell, Mrs. Emrr:he ~uests included ~~· and Mrs. STORE OF PERSONAL SERVICE
King, Mrs. Howard Franklin, I rvm Smgler of Nokomrs, Mr. and
. Green Thomas, Mrs. A. R. Kugler Mrs. Melvin Alexander, · Mrs. Garth
Decatur, Misses Mary Crosley, Eve- Follett, Mis.s Mary Lorett~ McCar~y,
Keith, Anna Clark, Grace Maloy, Chester Gnggs, all of Ch1cago; M~ss
Norma Perry.
Margaret Poorman of Humboldt; Mrss
---EisT
Libby Wheatley of Danville; Miss Helen Purl of Paris; Egbert Miller, Roger
Robert Allen Visits Family
his
Jones
and Joe Parker, of Mattoon; Max
A good photograph is
Robert Allen has been visiting
1
<
for
Bisson
of Louisville, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Fiske Allen
r epresentative of you!
past several days. The younger
Allen will return to Harvard uni- For Up-to-Date
SHOE REPAIRING
ty this fall.

SHOWER HELD F,OR
KATHRYN WALKER
AT THOMAS HOME

Engaged

Union and League
Receive Freshmen

Miss Josephine Thomas held a miscellaneous shower last Saturday evening in honor of Miss Kathryn Walker, who is to be married September 17
to Mr. James Robertson.
Contract bridge was the order of the
evening, four tables being in play. Refreshments of cake, coffee and ice
cream with marshmallows and nuts
were served. Guests other than Miss
Walker included Misses Shirley Harrod, Maxine Harrod, Margaret Meearthy, Dorothy McCarthy, Elizabeth
Irwin, Mary Alice Harwood, Kathyn
Davis and Mary Rosalie Bear of Charleston; Miss Helen Purl of Paris;
Misses Margery Poorman and Betty
Jane Ewing of Mattoon; Misses Bobby
Wyeth and .Betine Whitely of Chicago;
Mrs. Clarence Simpson and Mrs. Bruce
Schouten of Charleston.

I

I

I

I

ormer Freshman
President Engaged

McCarthy Betrothal
Announced at Tea

Faculty Reception
Honors Upperclasses

Miss Wilma Brumleve and Joe Henderson announce their engagemen~. The
wedding will take place next summer.
Miss Brumleve, now of Mattoon, was a
student here last year and was prominent in WAA work, being chairman of
the open house. Henderson, a senior, I
is a prominent member of the Fidelis I
fraternity and has been active in many II
types of extra-cUl'ricular work in college.

Snappy Service In
6th and JACKSON ST.
The Home of the

---EISTC---

5c HAMBURGER

You will find our advertisers courtand friendly.
Make their acquaintance.

eous, accommodating

" BUY 'EM BY THE SACK"

You'll like 'em the way
we fry 'em

WATERS TAXI

PARKING SPACE FOR
CUSTOMERS

FOR REAL SERVICE

PHONE 249 or 1199

Open 6:00 A. M. to 1:00 A. M.

\
I

Fasbioa Says •.. Ri~h..Look .

II

vOLU..U..L&

Welcome College
Students to

GOODWIN B.ROS.

I

I'---------------..:
Your Friends
Appreciate Quality

is more popu ar
than ever ...
for Fall

SANDERS STUDIO

- - - E : IST·c - - -

Welcome Faculty and Students1
words fail you - say it with ·
n,....,,a,..,,, - ·carrols Flower Shop, 413
St. Phone 39.

/.~_I

Welton's Shoe Shop
Between 5th & 6th on Roote 16

DRESS•WELL
SHOPS
KNOWN FOR MILES AROUND
FOR ITS

EX~CEPTIONALL Y

LARGE ASSORTM-E NT
of STYLE and
Quality Merchandise
at

Moderate Prices
Nelly Dons- Mme. Renaud- Manhattan Modes - Bradley Knits - Dobbs .
Hats - Mojud and Arc1her Hose, etc.

DRESSES at
$2.95, $5.95, $7.95

tl
i~

try

··............ .

OIS

One appointment.
will oonvinoe Y'OU
that here is the
beauty service you
want at the price
you want to pay.
0 u r experience,
plus modern, uptiO.- date equipment,
assure y o u of
these finished details of appearance every woma.n wants. Why
not make an appointment today
and see for yourself?

Guaranteed by Good
Housel,eeping as
advertised therein

is a soft feminine
that goes perfectly
the styling of new
clothes! The "butter..
· · tongue" step .. in comes
iti Black with Patent pip..
ing ••• Brown or Araby
· Green with Russet Calf
;, ~.the T .. strap in Black

or J3rpwn with

r~tent.

A& G 'SHOE MART

MODERN
Beauty Shop
815 Momoe. Ph. 1501

GREATEST VALUES

SMARTEST STYLES

to $29.75
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and $3.95
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~thts English Teachers Prepare Handbook
"Tell the, truth and don't he afraid"
Of Three-Fold Purpose for Teaching

Tuesday, September 15, 1936

Qhrlltgt

"To acquaint the teachers who are
Published each Tuesday of the school year by the studirectly
responsible for the teach'i.ng
dents of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers College at
Charleston.
of English with the nature of the
work done a.t the various grade levels."
Ente~ed as second class matter November 8, 1915, at the ---..:so reads part of the three-fold purPost Office at Charleston, Illinois, under the Act of March I pose of A Ha.ndbook on the Teaching
3, 1879.
·
of English in! the '.fra.ining School.
~-Pr 1·nted b th c
. Publishng Company
This handbook was written and ase ouner
__~
_:;:;;...._____. . . Y:. ______
_.......:..:.==--:..:.:::2:.::.:·: :.·__ sembled by a committee headed by
Stanley Elam '38 ..................................................................Co-editor Emily V. Baker and consisting of all
w lt M
teachers of English lin both the high
a on
orris '37 ................................................................Co-editor school and elementary grades of the
Donald Cavins '37 ..............................................Business Manager training school.
Glen Cooper '38....................................................Publicity Director
According to Miss Baker, some kind
Florence Cottingham '37....................................Associate Editor
f!anklyn L. Andl'ews............................................................Adviser

;Dean Meets Dog

of handbook is necessary. "Since
there .are no English texts used below
the seventh grade," she explained, "it
is essential that there be a guide or
checklist of objectives to be obtained
'in specific grades so there will be no
duplication or omission of vital subject matter. This is not a course of
study, lbut a handbook to enable each
teacher to teach constructively, knowing what has been taught and what is
to be taught in her grade."
This handbook conta'ins: (1) attainments in English for first three
grades, second three, etc.; (2) scope
of the problem of teaching English;
(3) basic ;principles for the teaching
of English; (4) elements of technical
English to be emphasized in grades
thl'ee to six; (5) standards for judging stories and holding· conversations
(chosen principally by pupils); (6)
the teaching of sentence, or elemenWhat did you, as an upperclassman, t ary grammar, in grades seven and
think of the Freshman mixer?
eight; \7) standards for judging work
both oral and written; and (8) referMary Jane Kelly '39-If the fresh- ences for teachers of English.
men had half as much fun as I did,
Work upon this handbook began
it was a knockout. And some of those
early last fall and was carried on in
freshman boys are not half had when
groups according to the grade level
it comes to mixing.
of the teacher. Many courses of study
Gwen Oliver '37-If they didn't get and recent textbooks were examined.
Advantages and Disadvantages of
mixed they at least made plenty of
The committee members were: Myrnoise.
tle Arnold, Bernice Bankson, Mar- Half Day Plan Are Discussed
Steve Prosen '39- I'd have had a garet Donley, Grace Geddes, Winnie
Just in time to escape a titter from the audience,
better time h ad I brought my own Davis Neely, Roberta [Lee Poos, Edith
Eastern has inaugurated a student teaching program
coat.
.Ragan, Nann'ilee Saunders, Leah Stev- which eliminates the many faults inherent in the old sysGene Lederer '37--Circle dances are ens, and Emily Baker, chairman.
tem whereby a student must needs secure his teaching
ofif my list Irom now on, but !the punch
experience in hastily snatched bits. Dr. Walter W. Cook
was good.
of the train'i ng school has long plug,g_e d for the nalf-day
Yellowstone
Trip
Is
Mary Rosalie Bear '37 - I think a
teaching system and this year his work results in success.
Re_viewed by Cavins
freshman party is a fine .t hing, but
Dr. Cook hints that his plan may be only a beginning.
especially fine for upperclassmen, beThe Milwaukee Teachers college, he says, devotes full time
cause when you a r e a freshman you
Highlights of a trip to Yellowstone to practice teaching. No student does any teaching until
can't enjoy it.
and points west, taken by Donald Cav- after graduation, when he has a thorough grounding 'in
---£1STC--ins, Leallyn Clapp, Lloyd McMullen, the subjects to be taught. Then he takes education
Harold Cottingham and John Black: courses, combining them with his teaching.
Find Your Farm on
Due to the exigencies of the twelve quarter hour re"We slept on the porch of Seventh Day
quirement
of practice teaching, t he training school will
New Library ,C hart Adventist church, after waiting until
have
to
go
!back to t he period bas'is next spring: This will
the sermon was over. We slept in an
enable
students
who need just four h ours credit to get it.
A large blue and white map of Coles Iowa schoolyard .to keep in touch with
The
h
alf-day
double-credit
plan yields eight hours credit
county hangs just outside the north things educational. We cooked lima
per
quarter.
People
making
;:m A orB in practice teachlibrary. It is an unusual map. If your beans and shaved in the geysers of the
ing
the
first
quarter,
however,
will not be required to make
father is a farmer and if his family park. We called for mail everywhere
up
the
extra
hours.
has long h eld land in the county you and got none till we came home and
In order that the student teacher can carry out a
will probably find.. his name on this didn't need it. We found Estes Park in
course
of study without conflicts, only thl'ee subjects are
1 map.
There are dots for all farm Wyoming as nice as it is little known.
carried
during hls term of practice teaching. This allows
houses, there are marks for rivers, We saw John Gaiser in Kansas City,
him
to
concentrate upon his teaching.
creeks, str eams and puddles. Schools, where is is employed with the T. w. A.
Dr.
Cook
h as outlined what he considers the principal
churches and postoffices ar e m arked to ak transport company." Related by
as
well as the few disadvantages of his plan
advan
tages
millionth of an inch accuracy. Lanes, Don Cavins.
Advantages
are:
·
·
E
:
I
ST
C
:
streets, boulevards and highways are
1.
.
It
enables
training
teachers
to
construct
a
daily
Clemens Writes Twain's tL ife
he1·e.
The map, pride of the librarians, is a
Read: a biography by Cyril Clemens sch edule which 1s appropriate for an element ary school
postoffice department.project. A short ent itled 1\iark Twain, Wit and Wis- and is not tied to the college schedule.
2. It enables the teacher to integrate and correlate
time ago maps for every county, town dom. It is a collection of brief anecEnglish,
handwriting, art, music, reading and arithmetic
and parish in the United States were dotes told by or about Mark TWain.
the
content subjects such as social studies, geog.
with
(Ca.ll no-. B T91 cl).
completed.
raphy, science and health.

I

Member
CSPA

Member
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The· Law of Compensation-It Is
Operating -f or Us All
'l'he average student does not realize what the
a lministration and the townspeople of Charleston
are doing for him or for his fellow students.
A goodly number of Charleston r esidents liviug in the south part of town make a part of theil'
living expenses by renting rooms to students. Some
p1~ivate homes board groups o.f students for a small
profit. In the past three years such situations have
p;roved a godsend to many Charleston families. .
. In the same category falls the service done to
a:· large per cent of needy students by townspeople
a;nd business men who ar e in a position to provide
j}obs of various kinds. More and more of this is
lon e every year. In a recent issue of the Charleson Courier, President R. G. Buzzard appealed to
ownspeople to rise to the emer gency with renewed
. . ffort by favoring as many students as possible that
they might .r emain in scho,ol. The 106 NYA positions awarded cover a surprisingly small per cent
of the number of students worthy of such aid. The
re idents of Charleston have done admirably we1l
in providing more positions.. W e wish to appeal
to the appreciative sense of the student body that
they may realize t he true worth of wh at has been
done by the united efforts of administration and
townspeople.

Of Intelligence Tests
And Their Dangers
During the past quarter century the scientific
pha e of educational developments has emphasiY.ed
the need of more accurate measm·ement in things
educational.
Last week freshmen here were made keenly
aware of this fact. Four tests, each following on
the heels of the other, frayed the bewildered wits
of these hopefuls as they passed like a harvest of
peaches over the graduating frames that seek out
obscure imperfections and latent lacks. As a r esult
of this multiplicate trial our faculty is prepared to
go to the files and say wit h authority, ''John Doe,
9B, is not equipped to undertake this extra work.
H e could not di tinguish in what way a square with
a circle inside it is similar to the circle with a
quare inside it."
No doubt ther e is a great need for bodies of
standards fo-r evaluating the intelligence or capacity
of students. But it will pay to remember the danger inher ent in the use of these handy yardsticks:
th y may be applied too indiscriminately. Scores
made on tests of specific abilities may become criteria of any and every talent. .And butter wl.ll be
mea ured with a barometer.

More Mixing, More Understanding
The freshman mixer is one of the finest parts
of the program prepared fo,r the benefit of incoming
tudents. Its success has led us to ask, regardless
of the law of diminishing returns which might invalidate it, wheth er , if a little, mixing is a good
thine, twice as much wouJ.dn 't be twice as good.
Or, to be even more extreme, why not have a whole
week of l eisure before inten sive class. work beginf:l
to sp end solely in becoming acquainted, in b ecoming acclimated, in settling comfortably into• an en-tir Jy n ew environment. If time wer e allowed to
cultivate n ew friend , if such a thing were promoted as the Women's L ea gu e is striving in a somewhat
harried fa ·hion to do with its Little Sister pro gram,
then mi ghtn 't we have a lighter outbreak of that
hom esickness and despair r ecurrent in the fall after
a we k or so of school Y Long assignments coupled
with the attempt to fit himself into the routine of
college life has discouraged more than one fr eshman to the point of throwing up the spongE2.
If these freshmen w er e allowed to loll about on
berl. and li. ten to wi. e upper -classmen expand
abont . port fa culty, girls, boys, social life, courses
of study and all the tricks of the grade-making
trade- lvould it be for better- or for worse?

Elephant's
Child.·..

•

Have You Heard?
Round About the Campus
with Walton Morris
• . • anything concerning Dr. Stilwell's predicament of several nights
ago? It seems that the local police
and fir e departments were anonymou:SlY summoned that peace migh t be
restored in the "Stilwell Kenn els." Dr.
Stilwell advertised via the N ews for a
dog last week. She not only received
a dog, it seems, but d ogs. Admirers of
the new dean were certainly "cur-rying
Favour."
• • . much about the Fidelis house
being "haunted !" Inmates 1'eport t h at
before r etiring the other night they
heard cries of "Betty, oh Betty" from
the direction of t h e dormitory. " Thinking little of it, they were crawling into
bed when a voice said, "PI-please
don't take my watch and money."
Thoroughly frigh tened, they quickly
pulled the covers over th eir heads. A
thorough investigation t h e next morn ing did not clear up the myster y. Some
say it was Jim Stahl and Wa lt Ritchie
talking in their sleep- so we donft
know what to believe.
•.. the latest! dope on the freshman
mixer Monday night?
There were
actually no beans in the picnic supper. We think that's quite an accomplishment . for som €?on e. We have eat en beans at every fr eshman m ixer for
the last three years. Let the menu
committee be endorsed by the Good
Housekeeping Institute.

. • . that Pem Hall bad

a, reception

for the Dean of Women. It was a:
swell affair; all the big shots were
there. Elmer, Ole Poker Face, Dr. Buzzard, the Elephant's Child, and everyone, wearing white coats, dinner jack-e-ts, long dresses and all kinds of finery. Everyone had a great time; John
Lewis found the smartest looking
blonde and . . . well, everything was
just tops!
• • . plans may be changed on the
new H ealt h -Education building? The
gossip is t h at Dr. Buzzard m ay have it
built onto t he back of the auditorium.
Some of the faculty believe it should
be built with a gallery and t>ut where
it is already planned to have it. Our
opinion is that som ething should be
done immediately. Of course we could
h ave two chapel exercises on Tuesday
morning, one for students and one for
faculty. Wouldn't it be odd to watch
them take attendance at "faculty
chapel?"

3. The ,pupils in the tralning school will have to become adjusted to less than half as many student teachers
as they now h ave.
4. The student teachers will be able to take part in
extra-instructional activities of the classroom, i. e., opening exercises, play supervision.
5. Student teachers will have an opportunity to know
the'ir pupils better and to do more actual teaching.
6. The load of college classes will be reduced while
the student is taking teaching.
7. The situation is closer to that which the student
will find in the public schools of the state.
8. The student teacher 'will have an opportunity t~
teach a wider val;'iety of subjects.
.
9. Student teachers w'ill not 'be required to adjust
themselves to as many differ ent training t eachers as they
now do.
10. Pupils can be gjven more individual attention
for remedial teaching by student teachers.
The disadvantages are :
1. Student t eachers can get contact with only two
instead of three g1·ades and two training te&chers instead
of three.
2 · Student teachers"· concepts gr-ow gradually, and
they will not have as long a time to m ature, as two quarters will give the credits formerly taking three to get.

Read Your Catalogue
Dear Soapbox:
No doubt the word "catalogue" upon a piece of print
is as uninviting a name to the prospective reader as
could well be found. It is unhappy 1;hat the college catalogue cannot be bound in red morocco and called "Magnificent Obsession" or some such catchy title. Be that
as it may, the college catalogue is a book that cannot be
neglected. whatever it lacks of the esthetic values. Every
fall Dr. Buzzard calls attention to the pages its devotes
to little known r egulations and points of g,eneral infor·
mation on specific pages. Yet students persist in neglecting it. Can't you do something about !it?
E. M. S.
Dear E·. M. S.: Ta lking about esthetic values, had YOU
noticed the new pictures in the bulletin?

..• Stan Elam wants Mr. Andrews
to let us have a 2& page paper? So
many freshmen came to the !'{ews
staff m eeting last Thursday that several dozen had to be turned away, and
Adviser Andrews had to fight his way
in. Some t hought the jam was due to
One Yea.r Ago-Week of Sept. 17 to 24
Steve Prosen 's football tactics in recrutting members, but apparently n ot.
J oe Henderson declared a n ew election on the presi·
The trouble now seems to be that the dency of the Men's Union, advancing vagueness in the
freshmen are all ex-editors-it will bel constitution as the chief reason. awfully tough to get a ny work out of
Work on the student directory was stepped up. so tbat
them.
the books were r eady for sale by Friday.
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Elmer Is Indisposed
Since Re.g istration

~ P COLSEYBUR'S
rofessor
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Pied

••

TyPe.,!

Dear Elmiree,
~ . . ....- .
. . ..-.-_ . .
I'm still walkin with a limp on account of me heing injured from standDave Kessinger suggests that teach- 'Oh, dry up'! This is considered very
in in lines on Registrashun Day. You'd ers come to the Fidelis house to con- significant by the local F. 0 . L. (find
think it was a reglar drag in and knock duct classes, because the Fidelis house om lake) men. A contradictory clue
out instead of .a line of students and is so much nicer than classrooms. And says that there are' enough members
skolars. I certainly have pity for the because Dave doesn't like to walk out to of the faculty who are all 'wet' to offPROFESSOR COLSEYBUR ORGANIZES
student body, generally speaking, be- school. "It's just as far for me as it set any of those who have powers to
CHARM SCHOOL
cause of them multitudinous blanks to would be for the teachers," he protests. cause the death of our lake. AuthoriFor the benefit of freshmen who are wearing shoes for the first time, fill out which had me goin for a while.
ti·e s will hold no professor guilty as it
Colseybur has scoured the country over (also behind the ears) for I was thom·ally exausticated before I
will be impossible to 'bail out' of AhmFreshman:
What
are
you
majoring
greatest assemblage of talent ever brought together under "the Big Top." came to a fenus, as the French say.
oweenah, and school must go on!
and
minoring
in?
longer need freshmen worry about their savoir-lfaire, their laissez-faire, or
B eing one of the upper up and ups
"GymnitiS has also heen considered
Upperclassman: Romance and pinsavoir-vivre. Colseybur, and his able faculty, are well-versed in the
is quiet the berries sometimes. I was ochle.
as
the reason for Ahmoweenah's enraison-d'etre. They are mastersi
ast to officilate at the freshmun party
tranC€
into her un-watery grave. Gymthe coup d'etat, coup de grace~ and
since they wa.nted somebody that
nitis
had
set in t oo well during the
de main. A trial will convince
"Sugar" Cain, to customer at Wickknowed the way around and was such
summer
for
om lake to rbe saved. It is
! An execution will settle all
\ ..,~
a good mixer. I'm not conseated- my ham's: "Order, please?"
reported th at gymnitis sometimes lin!
Throw away your
short
~
~1~
Customer : "Do you have mush- gers ('>n for several years, and Ahmohistory teacher said I was good at
take a deep breath, and be
• f
mixin things up. But at this party, rooms?"
weenah might have been spared for
at ease. Colseybur will show
"Sugar": "No, go ahead and neck this year's class day.
I washed t h e drinkin cups behind the
how. Let your motto be: Beauty
sceens. I •r eckon they .ain't seen much right here."
"The F. 0 . L. men are also hunting
Charm.
~tter officiency before.
The beautistudents who were caJreless with their
you are not convinced after three
ful thing was that I could drink pracOne Fidelis needed a lot-and a blotters this summer. A blotter has
take six more. Then if you
ti:caly ever other cup. There was such house to put on it. They' still need a been found on .t he death 'bed' of t he
still not convinced, pay us what
a small dabble in each one that you lot.
lake, and the F. 0. L. men are tracowe us and drop the course. This
had to hold one cupfull in your moutll
ing down the clue. Such carelessness
course comes complete in
and take another one before you had
Dr. Burris and Mr. Shiley collaborat- will be prosecuted to the limit :b y the
(9) lessons. All checks should
enough to swaller.
ed on a play last summer, but the News News and their proteges the F. 0. L .
made payable to Professor ColseyLast week, a part of the Oriental has been asked to say nothing about it m en. If any reporter has an 'ink'. Enrollment closes September 29.
program for the Freshmun was a tour unless the company accepts it.
ling of who threw the blotter, their asaround the school grounds. I haapened
complete course is as follows:
sistance would ibe appreciated.
r
to
come
along
just
as
they
was
about
• "When Beauty Hath Not Charm."
Dean Stilwell is younger than Miss
to start and one of the girls that
Editor's note:
~f
Professor Colseybur.
McKay,
and Miss McKay wasn't so old.
Mr. Michael has definitely institu
thins shes a hig shot ast me to take
"Friendly Greeting-The Finger
a new school in contemporary writin .
here place as a guide. I always take That's all we're tering.
." By Professor Reinhardt.
As opposed to the "debunking" scho l
advantidge of every opurtunity so I
"The Permanents - Death and
From Jim Michael's latest volume of th~ last qua.rter century, this mov accented that I would. I had a pur"By Professor MacGregor.
fectly magnorious speech compozed "Beyond the Blue Ahmoweena.h" we ment in literature will probably b ~
"Marcelling for Selling." By Proknown as the ge-"dunking" school.
about Lake Ahmowena-you can use have lifted the following excerpt:
Sloan.
such pmty words talking rubout a lake.
"The following inquest was brought
E I ST
"Major and Minor Bows." By
All the way out there, I excoursed on about by the demise of our own Lake
FIOR SALE- Good violin in 1st cla~
.....,,.,.,... Johnson.
what asted fast fri·end the old lake Ahmoweenah. The faculty occurred condition. Newly strung and with ex-~
"To Shake or Not to Shake?" By
was, etc, and when I got there there during the summer of 1936. This was .t11a st rings. Bow recently rehaired.~
wasn't enough water to drown a dead witnessed by a large number of sumBy
And experiences some of the same pig. Lt kinda looks like they could mer school students; however, none of S ee Mildred Coon at 8t h grade room Ol'
phone 7919.
difficulty the rest of us did.
tell you a thing or too around he·r e them can give definite information as
By
so that a fella wouldn't waist his time to the perpetrator of the crime. Wit being litereary and then be laughed at. nesses say that t here was a terrific
Dancing." By AAA HOLDS INITIAL
EIT..MER.
struggle between victim and villian. The
ALL-NIGHT MEETING
- - -EISTc - - News has sworn to avenge the ghost of
Ahmoweenah.
The wilderness smrounding the Boy
AAA MEETS
"Several theories have been presentrecently organized AAA (Anti- Scout cabin southeast of Charleston
A FULL LINE OF SCHOOL
was
the
site
of
the
first
annual
outed
to t he investigators, one of which
Association) met last Thursday
. .
.
attributes the crime to blasts of heated
SUPPLIES and NOTIONS
ing at the home of Mr. Wayne P. ing of the Anti-Auto Association, helr.l
All asp1rmg and othemse ozone that issued from some of the
Saturday
night,
horns
unknown.
president of the organization.
journalis~ will meet n:xt Mon- classroC\m~ this summer. It is reported !Phone 422
Walter M. Scruggs, of the Zoology Messrs. Andrews, Scruggs, Hughes, ancl
4th & Lincoln
day evenmg at 1540 Thrrd street tj1.at cne ,p:rof"~or ma~e the remark
families
report
the
following
impresread a paper, "I Walk a
.to carry on Sigma Delta. The
, ' "o .0 ~ • /'~ • ':
meeting will begin at 8 o'clock ~....-~.-....i!~-.a.•••a...!..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.1
for a Camel." Mr. F. L. Andrews, sions of the slumber party: ground
hard, mosquitoes elusive, refreshments
treasurer, gave a report on the road
and close when everyone has
':.
light. No gate-cl'ashers were in eviin Coles County.
gone ·h ome. The or-ly c~rtfl.in
'' '
dence. According t o one of the mempurpose of our organization," as
b ers, the children had a good time. I t;
by President Hughes, "is to
is planned to make this outing only an
about a greater bond of sympathy
dance. Any freshman, sophoannual -affair- no mid-season session.
more, junior or senior who wishes
the faculty pedestrians. Our
to come, should assure his name
is : 'Why Work for. Henry
! pride at the success of the first "no
being in the pot by signing the
p ap er on the News bulletin board
Although only a few weeks old," stat- rbean" picnic in .t he history of Eastern.
by this Friday afternoon.
Mr. Hughes, "our organization has But we have a lot of "has 'b eans," pro- -- E I S T C : - - footing, and we look forward to fessor! And the spaghetti was on.
strides in the n ear future."
Consult the News when planning
Hughes succeeds Mr. Glenn B.
Everyone in New York has a dog, your purchases.
, r ecently resigned, as presi- perhaps because you don't have to send ;:---- - - - - - - - - - - -- •
dogs to college.
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Fletcher's Grocery

Call to Eats Sounded
By Journalist Prexy

.

~~:~fc':.t~~.~;o:~~!':: ·.~~~ ; lo ·.lke. =
Stu,.:"nts
liQ . . . , of

I

EISTC • • •

You are Always Welcome at Kline's

)

Headquarters for Men's

Shoot Grandma!
Have you ever noticed this unique
ad: "Make Your Home a Better Place
in Which to Live : Shouten and Lewis,
Cooper is rapidly recovering Undertaking." ?
Mickey Spence.
Miss Johnson reads this column.
Must Be Two Other Girls
Help! Help!
commenting upon Miss Annie L.
latest book, "My Twenty Years
The Republican Slogan: "No Left
Miss Johnson," Miss Johnson Turns~. Keep to the Right."
to know upon which one of them
The next step,Henry - watch out; it
may be Wayland - is to get the new
seems that in order to become a gym out of the cellar.
r;;<>u..&ua.u. a fellow must survive certain
Remember way back when the WPA
used to be the USA.?
is rumored that Dean Beu confour dixie cups at the Freshman
We is all friends, isn't we?
In order to keep his name out
Sign ed: Ole Poker Face.
the paper in this connection he inthat one of his table companions
Lake Ahmoweenah
Closed for Re-muddling.

the n ew mattresses arrive, life
begin at 5:40 for the fellows at the
house.
week's theme son g:

"Home,

New Hats
demand new
Coiffures!
The sm artest hats for
fall show the hair in front,
at the sides, or at the
back. That means careful
waving. and a really smart
coiffure - the kind that
you get at the

CHARLESTON
BEAUTY SHOP

NAME ON
125 SHEETS100 ENVELOPES

PHONE 292

604 6th St.

UNIVERSITY
STATIONERY

..........................................................

$1.00

With College 'Seal $1.25
you getting rested up from yow·
yet?
bus or no new bus, practice
is still practice teaching.
understand that the girls at the
are behind this movement for a
li.U~-•JJ•:uly-owned light plant.
And
not?
, we have no beans," smiled M.r.
obviously ,b eaming with

GYM E UIPMENT!
Sweat Shirts • • • 79c
Sweat Pants • • $1.29
Gym Pants (Khaki) • • 49c
Gym Shirts • • • 25c
.G ym Sox • • • • 25c
Gym Shoes • • • 69c
Athletic Supporters • 29c

Choice of Polo Grey or University White

KING BROTHERS
BOOK AND STATIONERY STORE
Newspapers, Magazines, Greeting Cards
PHONE 428

WEST SIDE SQUARE

SIXTH AND MADISON ST.
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Q. G. Burris Scores Triuntph;
Bringing Hugh Walpole Here
New Entertainment Course l{ead
Reports That Walpole Will
Appear Nov. 9.
Initial triumph for the new head of
the Entertainment Course, Dr. Quincy
Guy Burris, is the securing of Hugh
Walpole, noted British novelist and
playwright, who will appear as a lecturer in the college auditorium November 9. Walpole, of course, needs
no recommendation to a college audience. Dr. Burris considers the school
very fortunate in securing him while
on his way to the East coast on a
lecture tour from Hollywood, where
many of his stories are being made
into pictures.
One other performa:nce is scheduled for the fall quarter. It also will
come in t h e month of November unless Dr. Burris can manage a chan ge
of date. Carlos de Vega with Ynez
and Mariluz in Dance and Ballet
Divertissements of Spain, Iberia and
Mexico is this second .and final fall
feature.
The rest of the year's Entertainment
Course numbers are as yet uncertain,
except for a return engagement in
March of the well-received Ted Shawn
dancers who appeared here t wo years

Heads Ent. Cotu·se

Dr. Quincy Guy Burris

'Heart Stuttering'
Hits Amorous Frosh

Asbury to Direct
B and and 0 rchest r a I

Home Ec Club Will
Hold First Meeting

Helpful Hinter Seeks
Novel Napkin Nipper

, · ·"

•

f

(

<t. •

tt.

-

•

11

••
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CANDY SHOP GIVES DRINKS
The Candy Shop is again giving free
drinks to students whose names appear in the Candy Shop ad. Three will
appear each week. Watch for yours!

When You Lunch
You Will Findour Place-Our Food-Our
Service--our Prices
to your liking.

The CANDY SHOP
FREE DRINKS FOR
Lois Voris, Walter Warmoth, Betty
Johnson, Landy Ingle.

(Music .b y Friederich Koch)
(Words by Isabel McKinney)
For us arose thy walls and towers:
Their beauty, strength, and grace are
ours.
The hills and prairies at thy feet
For us in lovely landscape meet.
For
F1or
For
We

Across the years thy spirit burns,
Across the land in love it yearns,
Enkindled with the light of truth,
Made perfect in eternal youth.
Refrain:
So must our hearts remember thee.
So may our lives our tribute be;
Strong, true, and beautiful, and !brave,
and free,
So shall our hearts, our hearts remember thee.

NORTH SIDE SQUARE

Grocery & Market
Everything to Eat
COMPLETE LINE SCHOOL
SUPPLIES
'I'rade Here and Save
STUDENT CLERKS

D.T.FREELAND
Phone 73

706 Lincoln '

Cleaning & Pressing
~~~;ent

LAUNDRY

0

~~~:~

HARRY ETNIRE

The MIDGET SHOP

DELIVERY SERVICE

FOLK-BAILS DRY GOODS CO. .

~e~;~:!;~~o~T~!:h~~~~~~~=···························· 79c

Simplicity Patterns
Henderson Girdles and
Foundation Garments
PIECE GOODS
NOTIONS
DRAPERIES

Phone 73

PLATE
LUNCH

EAT DINNER
5c Hamburger 5c

i~p;~~ coNEs ................................................................ Sc

Boley's Ice Cream Factory
4 Doors South of Jail

SHELL SERVICE STATION
C. W. Boyer, Mgr. 6th &

Ma~ison

F. V. THRALL
for

Quality Coal
Day 186

PHONES

Night 1269

FREE !
Theatre ticket, shampoo and
wave to lady writing the best
ad for our shop. Not over 50
words. Leave your ad at the
beauty parlor

GATES' BEAUTY
and

BARBER SHOP.
~

block East of Coil. on Lincoln

EFFICIENT OPERATORS
EXPERT HAIR CUTTING

College Students
Solicited
PERMANENTS
Regular-$2.00 and up

iia~~~~~

.
.
.
.
.
.
$3.50
Shampoo and Wave ............50c

Eye-Brow Arch ....................25c
Manicure ................................ 50c
Our personnel consists of:

Maxine FERREE, Ruth BLACK,
operators
Earl HOUTS-C. T. GATES,
barbers

LINCOLN INN

PHONE 165 for appointments

706 Lincoln

Welcome! ....
E. I. Faculty-Students

EAST SID·E CAF E
East Side Square

PHONE 839 FOR

$5.50 Meal Tickets for $5.00

MOORE'S TIRE & BATTERY SERVICE

Private Dining Room for Parties and Ba.nquets.· Chicken
Served on Wednesday, Thursday, tS aturday and Sunday.

ACCESSORIES--:WHOLESALE

at

CALL

Cho-ice of Meats and
Side Dishes
STUDENT WAITERS
Phone 73

of flavors in our

710 Lincoln

Open Day and Night

Courteous Service,
Quality Products

gift of friends, for lasting gam,
.hard- won joys tha.t long remain,
strength of victory possessed,
thank the school we love the best.

Complete Drug and Fountain
S.ervice

TAX I

723 7th St.

(School Song)

PEOPLES DRUG
STORE

CASH AND CARRY PRICES
Quick Service-Guarante,ed
Work

A Va r i ~ t y

Freshmen: Learn
Now, Avoid Regret

"' •

YELLOW CAB CO

Paul Swickard, last year co-captain
and center on the football team, will
attend m edical school in Chicago, leaving September 22.

To Retain Vigor
Eat Proper Diet

Dear Hannah:
My mind is running a temperature Your Light-H01usekeeping Savings
and I have another spell of heart stutAre Dangerous, Says Dean of
tering. This time it ts about as futile
W omens' Bulletin.
·as a damp match for me to bare my
-heart to such a cool individual. Every
"There is a significant relationship
time I meet him he seems to think that between adequate diet and ample viI am a pane of glass. How I wish he tality," says the May 22 issue of the
were! I hope you'll keep this sudden BUlletin of the National Association
interest of mine quiet. Women can of Dean of Women, in ·the report. of a
keep a secret just as well as men but s~:rey made of the diet and livi~g ~o~
it usually takes more of them to do it. d1t10ns O!f young women at OhJ.O UmBut to get back to the current hot 1 versity.
iron, this man tints my world like a
For the group of 8!l personally jntersunrise. Oh, but Life seems to be viewed, the average cost of room was
eternally buttoning and unbuttoning! $2.00 a week, and $2.42 for food, exIt's so hard to get sewed up now-days. elusive of that brought from home. The
Pardon me, the phone is ringing.
types of food purchased included bread,
Who do you suppose it was? Yes, fresh and canned milk, hamburger,
and it's two days later. It was HE. We wieners, oranges, bananas, eggs, fresh
went to a dance. It seems that he has vegetables and canned soups.
at last discovered some hidden charm,
Only forty-two ate breakfast, tJhe
which I always felt I had lying dorm- majmity preferring to have their heavy
ant somewhere. But alas, I am disil- meal at night. Fifty-three used only
lusioned! He is the kind of a fellow oil cloth, never a table cloth, ·a nd only
who will ask you for the next dance if four ever used n apkins. Most of the
all the cars aren't taken. I would ad- girls preferred to cook with some one,
vise that cookie to begin all his love rather than alone, a nd twenty-three
letters "Dear Sweetheart and Gentle- were doing their cooking in family
men of the Jury." He calls me his kitchens, as opposed to fifty-six in
"Treasure" but if he only knew it he's basement kitchens.
my "Treasury." He also is the kind
From the resul~ of th e survey the
of fellow who would join the navy to following r ecommendations were made:
let the world see him. He only listens ( 1) zoning of the residential sections
when HE talks, and speaks to me as if that offer housekeeping accommodaI were a public meeting. Upon closer tions, (2) pla1ming to raise the living
examination of your ideal man you and food standards in order that those
quite often find flaws unnoticed in the who keep house may live a normal colheat of falling. For instance, this man lege life, (3) equipping these young
has parenthetical legs and his ears women to go into a community better
look as though a strong wind were qualified for living for having attendblowing from the rear. He isn't cross- ed college, ( 4) compiling information
eyed but one eye slightly ignores the on comparative costs of living, (5) proother. The best description I can give viding information enabling the dean
about his personality i's that he is the of women to inform students and partin can on his own tail. My ideal has ents about the advantages and disadcaved in and gone down like a land- vantages of this type of living.
slide, but I'm still a miniature blaze
looking for the North river.
Yours affectionately,
-Co-No Press.
Phoebe.

Eugene K. Asbury, instructor in
music, becomes director of the Band
and Orchestra, the position formerly
held by Richard W. Weckel. Mr. Asbury is a degree graduate from the
Indiana State Teachers college at Terre
Haute and holds the master of music
degree from the Illinois Wesleyan university. For the last nine years Mr. Asaf>O.
bury has been in charge of the band
'i Dr. Burris was named chairman of work in the Taylorville, Illinois, high
tl;le Entertainment Course commit tee school, were his bands have consistently
fq•llowing the resignation last spring of won state and national recognition.
- - -EisT
HJ.. DeF. Widger, a'so of th~ English
staff. Mr. Widger has been chairman
of the committee for many years.
. Three numbers were obtained by the
-ommittee for the summer term
All
girls
interested
in Home Eco"' udience. They included the Master
nomics
are
invited
to
attend
the club
"3ingers, well-known male octet, dimeeting
on
the
second
floor
of ·t he
:ected by J acques Homier; the Tatteran Marionettes in "The Taming of Practical Arts building on Monday
the Shrew"; the Coffer -Miller Players night, Sept. 14, at 7:30 p. m.
in "The Rivals."
Mi ss Hazel Haskett, club president
---EISTc--expresses her desire for all n ew members of this department to .become
---EISTC--familiar with the department and take
COLE, DAVIDSON LEAVE
an active part in the club activities.
The year's program h as been planHerschel Cole and Steve Davidson,
What the world really needs, says ned to include several partie~ . and former members of the Panther footToday's Helpful Hinter, is an inven- guest speakers. • • . • : ·~ · ·::~·"
• ''"• ~ : ~ • ball squad' are to attend an engineer• ~, ...
tion to keep paper napkins on laps. In
Helen Hall, Isa.Qel. Ultime1, and , fun~ lng school in Milwaukee.
this season of picnics and quick
Preston will b~ -¥1 charge ' 4! tlie: first -~--------------•
lunches, no one denies that paper nap- meeting.
. ,, · •
~·
kins are just the thing, but how does
--=' -EisT
•
• , .
. ., • · :
, ,
JV.•.E ~ Conter Square PHONE 220
•
+
• .. •
...
• •
•
..
,-• • •
one arrange to keep the napkin with
Read: Uf~'s L\ttfe· l(.onies; .arlGthH _ •• • • • ' •
him, until he is rea<iy to use it? It
has been suggested that the napkin novel. ~v.'fbdmati nardi. irl. ~mcl:i "th.a:t·
•
not be taken until needed, ibut when author's followers should be interested.
(Call
no-.
823
H22).
&b
Waters
the emergency arises, and the musRead: A new book on parliamentary
tard is already dripping into the lap,
PASSENGERS AND BAGGAGE
practice,
put out by Arthur T. Lewis.
what good then to take up a napkin?
SERVICE
It serves to cover the spot for the time, It is entitled Parliamentary Rules
but just a.s one is ready to use it to Simplified. It gives a clear conceperase signs of corn-on-the-cob, along tion of parliamentary rules. (Call no. The Thinking Fellow Calls a. Yellow
comes a breeze, and the napkin is gone 328.1 L58).
- - - E ISTc - - like the wind itself.
Garage
For
Rent - Room for two
Modern youth complains that the
day of individual progress is past, that cars. 615 Harrison St ., Phone 1007.
opportunity no longer knocks upon the
SUPER SERVICE
door of every college student, and still
it overlooks the possibility of becoming
a public benefactor by fulfillin& this
<i~ocery---nlarket
nation-wide need.
PHONE 71
PHONE 518
---EISTC---

SWICKARD WILL ATTEND
CHICAGO MEDICAL SCHOOL

Tuesday, September 15, 1936

&

RETAIL

Stuter and (;enerator Work---Goodyear Tires-Recharging
and Road Sel'Vi.ce
417 MADISON ST.

CHARLESTON, ILL.

HOT ROLLS EVERY MEAL

A. DAVIS &

September 15, 1936
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Are Imposed
Nine Placements
st Week of College Life Is Limits
Seven
to
Take
On Council Activity
Raise Mark to 227
terpreted by News Reporter
Degrees Soon

·I---·- Off to College

Duties of the Student Council have
With nine placements made durbeen
limited to certain definite proing the past week, the total is boosted
------,--------jects to avoid interference and overSeven of Eastern's pedagogues ex- to 227, exceed'ing last year's mark.
Orientat,i on Prolapping with Men's Union work, as has pect to complete work upon and re- Those placed since the last issue of
and Consideration for
been the case in the past, according to
ceive their doctorates during the com- the News are:
shmen Are Contemplate4.
John Lewis, Council president. With
Mildred Kedley, English in high
Dr. Jay B. MacGregor, Lewis has un- ing year. Two of them found it necschool,
Mounds, Ill.; Anna Balmer,
By Aline Claar
dertaken responsibility for all school essary to absent themselves for the
1
grades
5
and 6, Hindsboro, Ill.; Stella
.they ever work fast at Eastem! \
elections. They will be held under year to do this. Robert Shiley has
echrader,
grade 1, Vandalia, Ill.; MarI've just been here a week and
strict supervision of Council members gone to Yale and will return next
gery
Elder,
primary grades, Decatur,
~Iiiio.:.:;..,,., and already I'm oriented. What's \
and their deputies. The other major year with his booty; Miss Winnie
IlL;
Josephine
Baker, cadet teacher,
? Say, you should come to
duty mentioned by Lewis is that of act- Neely, also of the English department, Charleston; Edith Ammerman, priWhy that means I've found
ing as a go-between for faculty and w'ill spend the year at Peabody col- mary grades, Annapolis, Til.; Jane
at Eastern. No, they didn't
students. · When students wish to ap- lege in Tennessee.
Ruth Hughes, rural, 1.\.iontgomery Co.,
But you see, there's a place
peal to the administration on any issue
0 . L. Railsback of the physics de- Ill.; Parmer 0. Reed, history and biA.
Summers
and
C.
Austi'tt
every freshman. Yes, they've inthey may carry their petition to the partment, Hobart F. Heller of the ology in high school, Ramsey, Ill., and
d me! Well, it isn't either silly.
Student Council, which will in turn math department, Frank M. Gracey, Buel M. Walters, chemistry, biology,
sure made me feel more at home.
present it to the administration.
new head of the art department, and and ma-t hematics in high school, Roe,
'Sure, I'll Tell You-'
The Council is composed of four sen- Eugene M. Waffle of the English de- Arkansas.
, I'll .tell you about it if you
iors, three juniors and two sophomores partment expect to receive their doc---EISTC---me ,t o. Well, my folks brought
chosen by popular vote. This year tor's degrees in the coming year. Miss
over here last Monday morning and
Alexander Summers, editor of the they are: Gene Lederer, Donald Cav- Mildred Whiting of the art departStart the school year right by bedidn't know what to do. I didn't News for the past two years, and ins, Maxine Harrod, Mary Alice Har- ment will receive her doctorate at the ing "On Time" with one of our new
any idea where my rooming Charles Austin, !business manager of wood, Violet Podesta, Glenn Sunder- end of the 1937 summer school.
Waltham or Elgin watches-both Am---ElaTe
er ican made.--.0. P. Coon, 40& Sixth
was and I was afraid to ask any- the Warbler of '36, have entered the man and Tom Endsley. George Buck,
I was afraid I might make a mis- graduate school of Iowa university .t his who would have been a junior represtreet.
and get an upperclassman. Well fall. Both Summers and Austin re- sentative, has not returned to school.
't want anybody to know I was ceived their B. Ed. degree in social
At a Council meeting Friday at 2:50
BRADING'S
I've heard how -they pick science from Eastern last spring. ~sum provision was made to elect a successor
freshmen on registration day. We mers will work in the school of jour- to Buck. Plans were also made to
The amount of NYA funds allocated
decided to go on out to school nalism, while Austin will do graduaste hold several of the school elections in to Coles county for the six months
Quality Material and
maybe someone would help us.
work in the social sciences.
perlod ending next January 9 is $15,Prompt Service
the near future.
stepped in the front door, trying
Summers has had a great deal of ex620. This amount represents the coun- - - E I S T C:- - 417 7th St.
PHONE 173 /
to look like I felt. Right then a perience in the ~ield of journalism.
;
ty's
share
of
$196,574 received by the
l
came up aid said, 'Hello! Could I During the summer he has worked on GEOGRAPHY CLUB WILL
district, states William J. CampMEET WEDNESDAY, 23 fourth
you?' Well, that was certainly both the Mattoon Journal-Gazette and
I
bell, state director. In Coles county,
in my ears. I told her ra bout the Charleston Courier. Austin has
The Geography club plans to hold 128 youths will be employed. 106 of
WELC~OME
rooming house. So she -took me been working in a local shoe store. He
these are employed in the college.
its
first
meeting
of
the
year
Wednesto another girl. This one went wrote sports for the News ·f or two
Young people between the ages of 18
t with me and introduced me to years and was a valuable member of day, September 23. Meetings will be and 25, selected principally from relief
I
held the second and fourth Wedneslandlady and waited for me.
j
families, are employed on the NYA
the Panther tr~ack squad for four years. days of each month thereafter.
:
projects,
getting
an
average
wage
of
Some of the News noteworthy achieveBig Sister Greets Little Sister
PETERS' MARINEIJLO
The club hopes to be very active
'
we got back to school, she ments under Summers' guidance in- again this year. There were about about $20 a month.
---EIST·c--I'd have to go to general assem- clude two firsts in 't he Illinois College thirty members last year. The meett
WANTED
- Second hand bicycle in
Press
association,
rating
of
Medalist
pretty soon. Then she left me and
North Side Square
Phone 1506
ings were usually carried on by stugood condition. Call 1007.
feeling pretty lonesome when an- and All-Columbian in the Columbia dent participation. In addition, some
girl ran up and sa.id, 'I'm your Press assooiation and All-American in outside speakers furnished very ifiSister.' I guess I must have looked the National Scholastic Press Assn.
teresting and instructive programs.
---EISTC---of queer because she went ahead
WELCOME TO E. I. STUDENTS ....
Among these visiting speakers were:
explained ~that she was going to STEAGALL WINS MASTER'S Mr. Clarence Huffman, who spoke on
me get acquainted. We were havMexico, a?J.d Mrs. Marshall, who told
a good time talking when all at
William Carlton Steagall '35 took about her travels in Japan.
One BLock North of Campus ()n 6th St.
she said, 'It's about time for you his Master's degree in geography at
---EISTC--go to general assembly.' Then I the August Convocation of the UniG~oceries
Welcome Faculty and Studentsd getting scared all over aga.in. versity of Chicago. His thesis was on "When words fail you - say it with
A COMPLETE LINE OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES
she told me that nearly all the work he did during the winter term
flowers" - Carrols Flower Shop, 413
around me were freshmen. She
OPEN 9 :00 EVENINGS
Seventh St. Phone 39.
that it was freshman registration of 1936 in the Bahama Islands.

Two Alumni Will
Do Graduate Work

College Has Majority I
Of County's NYA Jobs

SHOE REPAIRING

Faculty & Students
BEAUTY SHOP

'W INK'S '

GR

o ·C E R Y

and Meats

Isn't that a swell idea? They
the upperclassmen register Satur- Andrews talked. If that talk is a
and we can have Monday and sample of what his classes are like,
all to ourselves.
I'm glad he's going to teach me.
I went into the assembly· room
"After assembly we had some of
better. But just as soon as I those intelligence tests. Well, they told
down the girl next ,t o me leaned us not to worry because they wouldn't
and said, 'Isn't it awful making count the tests against us so that's
come to this? I know it'll be boring.' all right.
dn't have time to answer for just
"Tuesday night the.r e was a party for
Mr. Sunderman came in and I us. No, sir, they make the freshmen
so bus:V singing and laughing for have a good time here at Eastern. And I
next fifteen minutes that I couldn't thoug·ht it was going to be so hard to
anything. After ,t hat came the get started. Why, this is going to be
And I wish you could have heard a snap. Huh? What? I've got a lot
! They were so short and so en- to learn? Hey ! Wait a minute! Now
aging you could hear people wak- what'd she mean by that? Who's she
to say anything? Oh, she's a senior!"
up all over the room.
Talk to Department Heads'
s see. Then we got to talk with
department heads and decide what
AIWia.ys the Best Line of
of cours_e s we wanted to take.
FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES
you just can't imagine how easy
Phone 531
tion was in the af.ternoon. Of
CHARLE,S TON FRUIT
there were a lot of lines but
were a lot of new people to talk
STORE
I didn't mind.
looked forward to a terribly
evening. But they just won'~t
you get lonely at Eastern. There
a picnic just waiting for us that
BARBER
1
All the food you could eat and
Across Street from Librall'y
much fun afterwards, singing and
! Listen, I'm t~lling you, those
MEMBER EI BOOSTER CLUB
people can be fun. They just
and had as much fun as we did.
morning we had another short
. We sang some more-l guess
WELCOME STUDENTS
was to wake us up-and then Mr.

When You
Need Coal

School Opening Values
800 PAIRS ALL
NEW FALL STYLES

Try Our

EASTERN
KENTUCKY

$

More Heat
Less Ash

U. C. JOSSERAND

Hair Cut 25c

LUMBER CO.
208 6th St.

EAST SIDE SQUARE

are thoroughly equipped
for all pre§cription
work.

•HOSIERY
UNDERWEAR
DRESS GOODS
HATS

OILET ARTICLES AND
SUNDRIES
ser~e

only the best drinks
at our soda fountain.
TRY LEM-EN BLEND
a very refreshing drink

COATS
DRESSES
SPORTS WEAR
MUSIC

ALL SIZES
AAto C

PHONE 14

TUART'S Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store
DRUG STORE

and $3.95

CHARLESTON

Welcomes You!
You'll be surprised at the large stocks and the
quality we have. Every 'item of high grade and
guaranteed to be satisfactory. Everything for
. 1.
I ' '
the glr
; I I' I .J "'i;<1lil'l!IIJIDI
-' ill I~JI
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased t o render
service at all times. Expert operator.

ALEXANDER'S

• REVERSE CALF
• CALFSKIN
• BROWN
• GREEN
• BLACK
YouthfuU ... Swanky! ••• Brand .. New Ox..
fords. The very newest kitties ••• saddle
styles ... moccasin toes ••• and others. Start
off with new oxfords ••• get a pair riiht away!

A&G SHOE MART
SMARTEST STYLES

GREATEST VALUES
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Thirteen Panther Letternten
Are Available for 1936 Season
Eighty Per Cent of Squad of
F1fty-five Are Freshmen; Competition Will Be Keen.

J

Teachers College High Prospects Are

Scorchers ~~~~ Gridiron

;;;;;~;·~;~~·~;~~~~·····
IS NOT YET SELECTED
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Dimmed by Graduation of Veterans

By
Joe
H er1 d erso11

Looks for Best

Coach Van Horn Reviews Pros.
pects Somewhat Gloomily· H~
Few Experienced Men, '

Things a re coming by two's at Eastern. The new coaches are Gilbert Carson and Jimmy Tedrick. The new
foes are Wheaton and Eureka.. Our
Doys will open the grid season at
Whea.ton October 3 a.nd close it at
Eureka November 21.

Coach Pd.ris \Tan Hom started his
In spite of the misconception of
By Jack Keene
second
season as h ead coach of T. c.
many to the contrary, applications
At the end of a week of light pracHigh
last
Tuesday, when about twenty.
for the position of general manager
tice, Coach Gilbert Carson reports
eight
candidates
responded to his call
of this year's Panther squad are
that he possesses thirteen lettermen,
:for
drills
in
King
Football. As the op.
still being considered. It is hoped
including only one senior, a round
ening
game
with
Martinsville
here Fri.
an upperclassman will apply. The
which to build his 1936 football team .
day
draws
near,
Coach
Van
Horn
does
duties are often rather heavy and
The squad of fifty-five athletes renot
appear
to
be
in
the
very
best
of
a person willing to accept a great
Sprint starts to report for back1
porting daily on the gridiron gives
moods
when
h
e
reviews
the
squad.
Aft.
deal of responsibility is required.
field duty in the Little Nineteen this
Coach Carson satisfaction in knowing
er losing seven first string lettermen
He will help on the field daily,
year will include Kenneth Chittum,
that he is dealing with a willing, try- 1 make all trips, hand e equipment
from
last year's championship team.
of Wesleyan , winner of both the 100
ing, eager-to-learn bunch of ball playincluding
Merv .Baker and J oe Snyder,
and - 220 at the state meet last year.
and will be expected to assist the
ers. The line and backfield will weigh
who
are
now
playing under Carson at
Chittum's t'ime on the 220 was only
trainer. For this work he will reabout the same, averaging 165 lbs.
the
college,
things
do look dark. With
one-tenth of a second slower than the
ceive a letter and sweater at the
Competition for berths on the varsity
several
o.f
the
first
subs of last year
end of the season.
220 Jesse Owens stepped off on the
TC Coach, P. J. Van Horn
squad will be especially keen this
returning,
however,
a fair team may
same day. The other sprint star is
be expected.
year. Although eighty per cent of the ....................................................
Dale Hill, co-captain with Otis Smith
squad are freshmen, Coach Carson
Some of the returning backfield men
tackle at Car.b ondal·e. Coach Willia~
expressed his belief that he will be
are
Harold Hall, a hard, hitting half
McAndrews will begin his twentyable to start either of the two teams
:wd Car.r ol Endsley, who appears to
second year of coaching at Carbondale
without danger.
be plenty fast. Wilson Day is sure to
this year.
Looking over the veterans who are
With seven letter men expected be at one of the end positions. John
returning, we find on the line: Paul
Coach Winfield Scott Angus' call for
back, Coach Joe Cogdal is expecting McGreg'Or has ·b een alternating at the
Weekly at tackle, the only senior on Cross Country candidates brought to 1 . W~Ie mentioning speed merchants another championship cross-country tackle and gua.r d position, appearing
the squad, weighs over 200 pounds, 1 the fore a formidable group of veter- xt might be weU to add that early team at Illinois State Normal Uni- equally good in both. Earl Conley will
yet is plenty fast. Martin Dennis ! ans who may form the nucleus of a season sprints indicate that ~astern's 1 versity. The Red Birds have been 'be another guard, and of course Bob
played in the backfield last year but strong team.
fastest man will be a linema'n . Jim invincible in the Little 19 in the last Finley is almost a sure .b et to do all the
looks 'impressive on the line at guard.
Heading the list of seasoned men is _S tahl, sophomor,e guard from Ridge- six years, winning the conference baH passing from cen ter.
Raymnod Cole is being tried out at Robert Anderson. "Andy" won the in- farm, appears to be so fast he will crown five successive years. The vet---EISTC--1 end, his usual berth. Right now he dividual championship of the confer- have to ?urdle the b~ll as he pulls out erans available include Capt. Bill Consult the News when planning
) appears slow but by the time the ence last year and is ready for the third of the line to l~ad mterference.
Herbster, Bob Smith, Jim Bush, Cur- your purchases.
conference opens is expected to be season with the hill and dale boys.
tis Smith, George Redken, Andy
} going full blast. Clovis Scott will be
John Dayton, a veteran from last
Coach Carson attended University James and George May. Ben May 1
( another "bump" to incoming fresh- year who ran many good races is back hig-h at Carbondale, but never com- was the lone senior on last years title
Foods
J men. His drive and speed at pulling and is expected to hold his place on the peted on the high school teams. At winning squad. The conference cross~ out for interference gave him a regu- team.
that tim-e, during the war period, a country meet again will be held on
Salads, Pies, Sandwiches,
J lar berth last year and will probably
Frank Broyles, a veteran from year good high school player was usually re- the Normal track, this year on
Soops, Plate Lunches
,1 do the same th'is year.
Russel Spicer before last agreeably surprised Eastern cruited to play on the nearest college November 14.
~ is one of six who is bidding for cen- trackdom when he enrolled this fall. team. Carson played with Carbondale
---EISTC--LITTLE CAMPUS CAFE
ter position. He was first choice at Broyles was the ace runner on the 1934 junior college, winning letters in all
Welcome Faculty and Studentsthat spot toward the end of last sea- team which t ook third in the Little sports. L at er he attended Southern Il"When words fail you - say it with .
son when the regular center was in- Nineteen Conference. It is also said linois State Teachers College, was capflowers" - Carrols Flower Shop,
jured. William Trulock, a good de- that Marvin Upton from that same tain of the football team a.nd won honDON WALKER, Prop.
Seventh St. Phone 39.
fensive man, is also welcomed by the team will be available this year. Up- ors in :three other sport.s, basketball,
linemen. Walt Ritchie is another ton returns as a sophomore after a baseball and track.
good blocking lineman. In the back- year 's absence.
Carson's younger brother, Howard,
field, Dave Kessinger, a regular last
John Farrar '39 is anxious to try his has played with Coach Zuppke's llli~ear. h~s been given first considera- second year of competition.
nois team.
t10n this. year as half back. James
Earl Anderson, a younger brother of
Newell Will be another back fighting Robert is out for the team. He ran on
With the late enrollment of Willard
to keep clean his record of last year. Charleston High's track team last year. Kli~ halfback four years on Geor"'eSam Taylor, a high class tackle last
Candidates for the team will undergo town's team, and Dufflemeyer.' b;ck
year. has been shifted to half back. a strenuous seige of training before be- from Beardstown, confe:rence champs
Hutton and Lancaster, two plugging ing ready to run the three and one half of last year, Eastern appears to be well
fortfied with backfield material.
backs somewhat handicapped by size, mile course.
are counted on heavily. Willard Kli.nk
---EISTC--looks good as a running blocker, while
Students Take Tour
Ed Miller will probably get a crack
Ross Cox, Robert Rennels, Walter
at the full-back post. In next week's Treece, and Clema Stierwalt made a
PLUMBING & HEATING
issue of the News we will have a re- two weeks tour of eight western states
COMPANY
view of freshmen candidates who are immediately following summer school.
likely to make the first squad.
Plumbing, Heating and
The itinerary included the Bad
---EISTC--Sheet Metal Work.
Lands, Black Hills, Yellowstone Natienal Park, Teton National Park, and
V. KELLY TO ACCEPT
POSITION IN DANVILLE Pike's Peak with the return through
Kansas and Missouri'.
Clive Dick, Mgr.
Vince Kelly '36, business manager of
The boys slept out under the stars
the News and officer in innumerable every night making a camping expedi- ·~-; :-·'5:-.""; ~·<·-. . .::--- --~ ...-- _,:_.__ ..... ~. •.... .;;.. ~::·-~-" ..~:~~~:.
(.
--:. '
-:
; .
. . ; organizations, has work in Danville. He tion out of it as well as a tour.
reports a great time in Michigan, where
he participated as a member of the national guard, in the war games held in
August.

I

I
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Veterans Respond to
Cross Country Call

IE

S

orma Xpects tar
Hill and Dale Crew

I-lome Cooked

413 1 "Try Our Bar-B-Q's"

·------------------------

Welcome ••

STUDENTS
FACUL TY

WHITE

Mitchell Bros.... Shoes

PHONE 295

.

---EISTC---

DEADLINE SET FOR EXAMS
If you have not already done so,

you are urged by the administration
to sign up for physical exams immediately. They will be completed tomorrow.

Enlargements

King Furniture
· Company

New and Used Furniture, Stoves,
Rugs and Furniture R epairing
610 Va.n Buren

E. L. KING. Prop.

PHONE 960

Faculty & Students

of your choice vacation scenes
printed at

We mamtain a complete Service
Department for all makes of Radios

RYAN'S STUDIO

R. C. A.-VICTOR DEALER

YOUR
FRIENDLY PHOTOGRAPHER

Burbeck Electric Co.

WillaJrd Batteries

Tire RepaiJ.'ing

We Specialize in
Frame and Axle StraightenH~
-Front Wheel Alignment

604 6th St.

PHONE 474

NOTE BOOKS
Covers a11d Fillers
Spirals

AUTO SPECIALISTS

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Simpson & Bennett

W. E. HILL & SON

PHONE 405

409 Fifth St.

Southwest Comer Square

South Side 'S quare

'

Welcome Faculty &
Students to

MARINELLO APPROVED
BEAUTY SHOP
•

YOU MAY
BELONG
TO MNNY
YOU MAY
WEAR
MANY
YOU MAY
HAVE
A BIG

$

BUT YOU
DON'T
NEED A

GRIP OF

A FRIENDLY HA D

.

TO DIG UP OUR LOCATION
611 Sixth St.

GROUND FLOOR
,P ROPRIETORJ: Mrs. Maude Cole
OPERATORS: Axie Jane Breen,
Mary Crosley

.J.,..,j-1

~gvvr.-/

Phone 332

MURRAY'

~);~~;;:'1;;~-,:.._ . .~ __ _..

__.. ·- ___,_ ..... -- ·-··- . -~, .. :
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.
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Smaller Classes Is
Enlargment Result

·ttle Nineteen Conference to
pen 1936 Season October 3
· - ----'--- - - - -- - - - -

to Play New

~~s~ 0~ngar~~eka,

Rivals,
First

WAA Picnic Date Is
Changed to Sept. 21

mer, famous News columnist! Promises
to be bigg·e st defensive threat in Little Nineteen conference! Coach Carson reports three men,. Voris, Spicer,
and McConnell, suffer major injuries
and ar·e under doctor's care! Undoubt edly the hardest blocker Eastern has
ever fostered!
(Elmer has metal pieces down his
sides. He does not walk, talk, or snore
because he is deaf and dumb. Facul.ty
and students are invited to view him
in inaction any afternoon from 3 :30
until 6:30 o'clock).

One of the results of the enlargement of the physical education department staff has 1been smaller physical
education classes. Where the large
number of students enrolled for this
required course were formerly packed
into eight classes, eleven are now offered. Instruction is given in a large
variety of sports, as well. Archery may
soon become an accepted addition to
soccer. touch football, tenn'is, softball,
horseshoes, volley ball, golf and basketball.
- - - EI STC---

Patronize your News advertisers.

If Your Shoes Could
Walk

Felix Rogenski and Gus Larson, guards
of the 1935 eleven are also from Moline.
North Central-Jim Thumley, end,
and Herb H eilman, half back, co-captains.
Millikin-Bill Giraitis, end.

They Would Go to the

GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP
to be rebuilt.
W. C. FITZPATRICK
PHONE 74
1st door West of Sq. on Jackson

---EISTC---

Patronize your News advertisers.

- - • LINCOLN_•TUESDAY-PROSPERITY NITE

ADM. 25c TO ALL

SCREEN:

John HALLIDAY- Marsha HUNT
in

'Hollywood Boulevard'
with 30 Old Time Favorites, including:
Francis X. BUSHMAN-Mae CLARK-Charles RAYMaurice COSTELLO-Jack MULHALL
ALSO .S HORT SUBJECTSGOOD DRY CLEANING

3 suits, coats or dresses, cleaned

~~d ;~~ss~~·· ························

$1.35

Work Guaranteed
BAND BOX

---EISTC---

You will find our advertisers courteous, accommodating and friendly.
Make their acquaintance.

DRY CLEANERS
PHONE 397

616 SIXTH ST.

Under Linder Clothing Store
"IT COSTS NO MORE TO GET
QUALITY WORK"

ADM. lOc & 25c

WED . & THURS.
BACK BY POPurLAR REQUEST

Will ROGERS
in

'STATE FAIR'
with

A. G. FROMMEL
Johnson's Barber
Shop

.S HOWS 2:30-7:00-9:00

A full line of Hardware, Paints, Dishes, Kitchen Utensils, Tools,
Cutlery and Sporting Goods.
We also repair Suit Cases, Bags, Trunks and all Leather Goods.
"See us before you buy!'
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

PHONE 492

Janet GA YNOR- Lew AYRESPreston FOSTER_ Greta NISSEN
1SHOWS 2:30-7:00-9:00

ALSO NEWS-ACT-

FRIDAY •••• BARGAIN DAY
lOc TO ALL TILL 5:30, THEN lOc & 15c

Claire TREVOR- Jane DARWELL
in

At Meal Time .. or in between
BIRELEY'S ORANGEADE
is a palatable, wholesome drink

Only from Pure Orange and
Lemon Juice

SATURDAY NITE

'Star for A Night'
ALSO COMEDY- ACT-

CONTINUOUS FROM 2 :30

SATURDAY ONLY-

ADMISSION lOc & 25c

IT 'S BI GGER THAN A CIRCUS
IT 'S BETTER THAN A CIRCUS
MORE THRILLS THAN A CIRCUS

Available at your
FAVORITE MEADOW GOLD DEALER

'Bengal Tiger'

Meadow Gold Dajry

Barton M1a cLANE- June T~A VIS
- Warren HULL

PHONE 7

7th & Van Buren

with

ALSO CARTOON- ACTS-

SHOWS 1 :30-3:30-7 :00-9:00

SEPTEMBER 19th

COMING NEXT SUNDAY & MONDAY-

BENNY MEROFF
AND HIS GREAT BAND
17 Musicians and Entertainers

Girls' Black

One hour show and 3¥2 hours of
superb dance music. This is one
Of the best dance and show orchestras on the road today. By
all means, don't miss this as great
if not greatest of all attractions.

GYM OXFORDS
1st Quality U. S. Rubber

&DMISSION ONLY 90c per person
Ta.x 9o
RESERVATIONS 25c each

Phone C-6704 or C-3184 or by
mail to H. L. WILLIAMS

RIANON

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA

Special

CPer Pr.

RYAN SHOE CO.
EAST ·S IDE SQUARE

Warner BAXTER- Myrna LOY
in:

'To Mary••• with Love'
REX. WED.-THURS.
ADM. lOc & 20c
Roscoe KARNS- Mary BRIAN in

"THREE MARRIED MEN"
with Lynn OVERMANN- William FRAWLEY
ALSO iSHORTS
SHOWS FROM 7:00
REX. FRI.-SAT.

ADM. lOc & 15c

Nick FORAN in "TRAILING WEST"
ALSO ,S ERIAL--ACT

Michael Describes
Summer in France
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OH BRING BACK 'OH
PROFESSOR' TO ME

ssor Thomas
Speakers Mil:ke Plans for Year; Prof'eSelects
New Maps
Include Peace Speech Contest

"Revive us again," ibeseech columns of the past. "Let not the
+----------------------------pearls of faculty wisdom fall upon
among the French-they are so alert
empty .a ir and empty ,p ates. Let Dr. Ross to Direct Speakers' contests in debating, oratory, extempthemselves!
them embellish the deathless colActivities Again This Year; oraneous sp ea~ing, group discussion.,
and interpretive reading.
"I was delighted with the familyumn of the News. Bring back, oh
Many Contests Scheduled.
The Speakers Club ha d a very sucso I moved to the pension the next
b1ing back "Oh, Professor," if only
__
day. It was a rare piece of luck to
that Jay B~ may add to his clipThe Speakers Club, under the tute- cessful season last year. Miss Juanita
find so nice a place to stay. And by
ping collec'tion.
lage of Dr. J. Glenn Ross plans an in- Brown won second prize of thirty dolAnd the Soap Box! Let freedom teresting and exciting year's program, lars in the State Peace Oration conliving in a pension I had an opportunity to see French life as it is selof speech ring out, just so it doesn't consisting of many inter-collegiate con- test. Two fr·eshmen, James Rice and
continue .ringing."
, tests as well as many intro-mural tour- Glenn ,S underman never lost a decisdom seen by the average tourist.
ion in the state tournament. Miss
"The pension was across from the
Upperclassmen are familiar with naments.
Kortum and Miss Evelyn Mayer
Grace
two columns of past News wh·i ch
Intercollegiate contests start in the
Luxembourg gardens and I spent
t h e same feat for the
accomplished
hours there watching the people. The
may properly ;be called the read- first week of November with a discuswomen's
toam.
French really know how to use their
er's columns, for it was the reader·::; sion demonstration at Urbana, sponleisure time. No one who has ever
contrtbutions which made them. sored by the Speech association along The first meeting of the Speakers
spent much time in the Luxembourg
"Oh, Professor" was a column of with the Education association. East- Club will be held in the reception room,
faculty wisecracks contributed by ·ern will send one man and one worn- this afternoon -a t 4:30 o'clock.
gardens could ever doubt that.
---EISTc--students who
remained awake an representative to compete with repHonored on Birthday
"July 2 was my birthday and the
enough to "get" them.
resentatives from ten of the leading
WRITERS CLUB TO MEET
family at the pension planned a
T.he Soap Box, a much older insti- colleges and universities of this state.
party. They had a radio and lovely
tution with the News used to carry
Early in Deoember Eastern will send .Sigma Tau Delta and Writers' club
The French never
this message: ",S tudents and ·fiaculty one representative to the Peace 0 Ta- will meet tonight at 7:30 in the rerefreshments.
have birthday cakes, but these people
members are invited to voice their tion contest at Normal. In the spring ception room. Programs for the year
opinions on topics concerned with there will be an oration contest on will be planned and rules for tryouts
knew that Americans do have. So
they had fixed a box with candles on
college life. Please limit letters to any subject, to which Eastern will send will be discussed. Those interested
it.
150 words, sign communications."
one man and one woman rep;resenta- should watch the News· for announce"I spent the Fourth of July at
May these columns carry on! May tive
ments.
Mont Martre, the tourist section of
you carry them.
Eastern's debating season opens in
Paris, where the Americans celebratDe:::ember, when two men's teams and
ed their national holiday. But the
SPECIALIST JOINS FIRM
two women's teams parti-cipate in NorPRIOMPT service
real celebration came on July 14, the
-mal's Invitational Tournament. This
French Bastille Day.
There was
Wilfred S. Nolting, former faculty will .be followed by a series of debates
QUALITY foods
dancing in the streets for five nights member, has recently announced his in the IUinois Intercollegiate DebatREASONABLE p-rices.
at the time of this celebration. This association with a firm of Detroit doc- ing league, as well as many other col~s unusual in France, for the French tors whose practice is limited to in- lege debates. The questions to be debated .this year will be decided by the
flo not dance as much as the Amer- fants and children.
icans. Consequently they are more
Mid-Western Debating conference and
twkward when they do dance. The
thoe Illinois Intercollegiate Debating Just off the South Side Sq. dn 6th
tango is the type of dance which they write to his uncle, Monsieur Bossu, league when they meet at Chicago, the
(do best.
and I did so. I immediately received last week of this month.
( "Another large festival in July was a most cordial invitation to dinner. I
( La Fete de· Versailles. There were 1have never been so royally treated in
In November there will be an intral gorgeous fireworks at this celebration. my life. There was a t ouch o.f Char- mural program which will consist of
The French are very artistic in their leston to greet me as I walked mto the ,_ _
choice of fireworks.
living room, for there on the mantel
'
Cathedral Illuminated
was a picture of our own Mr. Mon"One of the most beautiful things ier. The Bossu family had prepared
I saw this summer-or have ever a ten course dinner which lasted
seen-was Notre Dame which is illum- from 1 p. m. to 5 p. m. When I left,
inated on every Sunday night. The Monsieur insisted that I return beG. E. Edwards
famous cathedral is lighted up with fore I left France. So I spent the 11
such delicate colors that •it appears to last Sunday at the home of the Bossu. 1
be a phantom in the night.
1Then I came home during August. . 1
"The Cezanne exhibit at the Tuil- j "Oh, yes, I did go to school thiS
leries is the biggest event in the summer at the Institut de Phonetartistic world that France offers. This iques."
As pro01 of
this,
Miss
is an exhibit of all Cezannes paint- Michaels displayed a diploma, writings and it is really wonderful.
ten entirely in French, which certified
"I left Paris for a few days to go that Miss Elizabeth Michael had passinto Switzerland and Stress, Italy. ed the course in pronounciation with
When I returned to Paris, I had one honorable mention.
of the most charming experiences of
the trip. Mr. Monier's uncle lives at
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
St. Germain en-Laye, a suburb of
FOR QUAI,ITY
Paris. Mr. Monier had told me to
A good hair cut just doesn't happen- it is the result of long experience and careful attention. You
WE MAKE CHARTER TRIPS
can get that kind of service at the
ANYTUKE, ~HERE
(Continued trom Page

1)

Simeon E. Thomas, head of the so.
cial science department, worked last
summer at the request of John w.
Wieland, state
superintendent of
schools, with a .c ommittee of three
historians and three geographers se.
leoted from the five state teachers colleges to examine and recommend maps,
charts and globes for use in the public
schools of Illinois.
He spent two days in Springfield in
August examining maps and cha.r.ts
made by many different companies.
The decisions of the committee will be
printed and sent by the State Depart·
ment of Public InstrucMon to rural and
high schools of the state.
- - - EI STC-----

Consult the News when
your purchases.

planning

C. R. EAT 0 N

JEWELER
A pleased customer is our
best advertisement.
710 Jackson St.
Charleston, Ill

1]'----------------

STUDENTS!
Yon Ca.n Get Your
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
TffiE REPAIRING
at Tenth and Lincoln

WERDEN'S GR·O C.

I

The EATING QUESTION ANSWERED
at •• •

New

CHARTER COACH
SERVICE
lllini Coach Company

NEWELL'S

FltLLING STATION

THE DINNER BELL CAFE

1409 Fourth St.

.

GYMNASIUM
SUITS

HOLMES·
BARBER SHOP

for Men!

SOUTHWEST CORNER SQUARE

KEITH R. McKELVEY, Mgr.
Charleston Division

PHONE 430
n

1

VISIT THE CHARLESTON

BARGAIN STORE
720 JACKSON

Clothes for the Entire Family

Kedettes

CROWDER &
WILLIAMS

College

Telephone 993

·and

.------------------~---------------. I1
LINCOLN STREET GROCERY

School
.

Just One Block East of the Campus

Another Shipment of School Supplies Has Arrived
11

s 79

0

~:~~:r!~ s~~~h~!t~ .~~..~~~................................................. 1Oc
WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS

3pr. for

-----------------~\ ~·~$
Welcome Students and Faculty- .
For YOUR EATS and DRINKS

ONE ·O F
MANY!

for

PAINTS, WALL iPAPER
and GLASS
419 6th St.

I
1

00

I Navy Blue

I
I
I

CORNER C·ONFE-CTIONERY

II

"IF IT'S LESS THAN AN 8 . . . .

Spalding
SWEAT SHIRT ............

Spalding _
SWEAT PANT

Spalding
SUPPORTER

95C

$}
}5
· •

................

35C

~~et~~............................... 25 C

On The Corner
• • • •

• • •

McARTHUR MOTOR
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

Smart as this double-breasted suit is, it's only one of the
many in our exclusive Fall
collr(-tion. As the town's exclusive headquarters for Hart
Schaffner & Marx clothes we
make it our business to show
a complete rang,e of everything that's new, smart, authentic from this famous
maker. So whether it's the
trim-fitting "Continental" or
the casual drape models . . .
the swagger Balmacaan topcoat or double-breasted town
topcoat . . . you're certain
to find "just what you were
looking for" here!
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